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Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit drei wichtigen allgemeinen Problemen des maschinellen
Lernens und der Signalverarbeitung: Clustering, Klassifizierung und Mustervergleich,
die bei vielen wissenschaftlichen und praktischen Herausforderungen auftreten. Trotz
vieler Lösungen, die im letzten Jahrzehnt vorgeschlagen wurden, sind diese Probleme
immer noch mit besonderen Schwierigkeiten verbunden: Viele Ansätze scheitern, wenn
es um die Mehrdimensionalität von Signalen geht; Einige Methoden können aufgrund
ihrer intrinsischen Komplexitätsbeschränkungen nur mit einer moderaten Datenmenge
arbeiten. Bei den meisten Frameworks müssen schwierige Entscheidungen mit Annahmen getroffen werden, die in der Realität möglicherweise nicht zutreffen. Durch die
Nutzung des Gruppenlernens oder der Weisheit der Massenkonzepte wird in dieser Arbeit ein Ensemble-Lernparadigma eingeführt, um diese grundlegenden Herausforderungen zu lösen.
Der erste Teil der Dissertation befasst sich mit dem Problem der Identifizierung ähnlicher Objektgruppen, die auch als Clustering bezeichnet werden. Obwohl Clustering
in vielen Bereichen weit verbreitet ist, birgt es einige grundlegende intrinsische Herausforderungen (Subjektivität, großer Parametersatz, eigene Annahmen zu resultierenden Clustern usw.), die häufig zufriedenstellende Ergebnisse behindern. Um diesen
Herausforderungen zu begegnen, wird ein neuartiges Rahmenwerk für Konsenscluster vorgeschlagen. Es arbeitet mit mehreren Clustering-Ergebnissen und bietet zwei
skalierbare Möglichkeiten, um das Problem anzugehen. Erstens bietet der vorgeschlagene Ansatz unter Berücksichtigung der Nachteile der Hamming-Distanz bei auf Koexistenz basierenden Konsensclustering-Methoden die Konstruktion eines aussagekräftigen Distanzmaßes, das mit Datenstrukturen arbeitet, die als Datenfragmente bezeichnet werden. Infolgedessen wird eine neuartige Konsensfunktion um diese Maßnahme
herum aufgebaut, die auf einer hierarchischen Clustering-Methode basiert, die stabile
und genaue Ergebnisse zeigt. Zweitens ermöglicht es die Formulierung eines KonsensClustering-Problems als ein Faktorisierungsproblem der binären Matrix, es effizient
mittels einer rekursiven binären Matrix des ersten Ranges zu lösen. Dies bringt eine
deskriptive Interpretation der Ergebnisse mit sich, die für große Datensätze und eine
große Anzahl von Ensemblemitgliedern geeignet ist.
Der zweite Teil der Dissertation befasst sich mit der Klassifizierungsaufgabe, bei der
es darum geht, eine von mehreren vordefinierten Kategorien zu bestimmen, zu denen
ein Objekt gehört. Wir lösen hochdimensionale Fernerkundungsdatenfusionsprobleme,
indem wir sie als Klassifizierungsaufgabe formulieren und einen dynamischen Klassifikator und ein Ensemble-Auswahlrahmen vorschlagen. Das vorgeschlagene Framework
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stützt sich auf das Konzept mehrerer Klassifikatorsysteme und wählt kompetente Klassifikatoren aus einem etablierten Ensemble aus und kombiniert sie, um eine zuverlässige
und genaue Klassifizierung zu gewährleisten. Um dies zu ermöglichen, wird eine Kompetenzschätzungs- und Auswahlmethode entwickelt.
Im dritten Teil der Dissertation befassen wir uns mit dem Problem der Ähnlichkeitssuche in Datenströmen, bei dem es darum geht, ähnliche Objekte (oder
Ereignisse) in einem Echtzeitdatenstrom zu finden. Aufgrund von Ausreißern,
Rauschen und möglichen Verzerrungen in Amplituden- und Zeitdimensionen ist es
oft schwierig, die erforderlichen Muster korrekt aus dem Stream abzurufen. Um
dies zu ermöglichen, schlagen wir einen dynamischen Normalisierungsmechanismus
vor, der es ermöglicht, Streaming-Signal-Teilsequenzen auf die Skala der Abfragevorlage zu bringen. Darüber hinaus erweitern wir es für den Fall, dass mehrere
Beispiele für eine Abfragevorlage verfügbar sind, mit denen Sie die Weisheit der
Crowd-Konzepte in den Einstellungen für den Mustervergleich nutzen können. Dies
verbessert die Musterabruffähigkeiten erheblich, insbesondere wenn Stichprobenvarianz
oder Zeitverzerrungen vorliegen.
Die vorgeschlagenen Beiträge zur Clusterbildung, Klassifizierung und Mustererkennung
werden an künstlich erzeugten Datensätzen sowie anhand realer Messdaten untersucht
und validiert, die aus offenen Quellen stammen oder im Labor der AGT Group (R&D)
GmbH, Darmstadt, Deutschland, aufgezeichnet wurden. Es werden mehrere Experimente durchgeführt, um die Leistungskonsistenz der vorgeschlagenen Methoden zu
bestätigen und zu verifizieren sowie teilweise in reale Lösungen integriert.
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Abstract
This thesis addresses three important general machine learning and signal processing
problems: clustering, classification, and pattern matching which arise in many scientific and practical challenges. Despite many solutions proposed throughout the last
decade, these problems are still imposing particular difficulties when addressing them:
many approaches fail when it comes to the multidimensional nature of signals; some
methods are able to operate only with a moderate amount of data due to their intrinsic
complexity limitations; the majority of frameworks require hard decisions to be provided with assumptions that might not hold in reality. By leveraging group learning
or wisdom of the crowds concepts, this thesis brings in an ensemble learning paradigm
in order to solve these fundamental challenges.
The first part of the dissertation addresses the problem of identifying similar groups
of objects also known as clustering. While being widely used in many domains, clustering carries several fundamental intrinsic challenges (subjectivity, large parameter
set, own assumptions on resulting clusters, etc.) that often hinder satisfactory results.
To address these challenges, a novel consensus clustering framework is proposed. Operating on multiple clustering outcomes it provides two scalable ways of approaching
the problem. First, by accounting for the drawbacks of the Hamming distance in
co-occurrence-based consensus clustering methods the proposed approach offers construction of an expressive distance measure operating with data structures called data
fragments. As the result, a novel consensus function is built around this measure based
on a hierarchical clustering method demonstrating stable and accurate results. Second,
by formulating a consensus clustering problem as a binary matrix factorization problem
it allows to efficiently solve it by means of a recursive rank-one binary matrix approximation. This brings descriptive results interpretation suiting large-scale datasets and
a high amount of ensemble members.
The second part of the dissertation deals with the classification task that is about
deciding for one out of several predefined categories that an object belongs to. We
solve high dimensional remote sensing data fusion problems by formulating them as a
classification task and proposing a dynamic classifier and ensemble selection framework.
Relying on multiple classifier systems concept the proposed framework selects and
combines competent classifiers from an established ensemble in order to provide reliable
and accurate classification. To enable that, a competence estimation and selection
methodology is developed.
In the third part of the dissertation, we address the problem of similarity search in
data streams that is about finding similar objects (or events) in a real-time stream of
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data. Due to outliers, noise, and potential distortions in amplitude and time dimensions, it is often challenging to correctly retrieve required patterns from the stream in
presence of distortions and outliers. To enable this, we propose a dynamic normalization mechanism that allows bringing streaming signal subsequences to the scale of the
query template. Additionally, we extend it for the case when multiple examples of a
query template are available allowing for leveraging the wisdom of the crowds concepts
in pattern matching settings. This significantly improves pattern retrieval capabilities,
especially when sampling variance or time distortions are present.
The proposed contributions for clustering, classification, and pattern matching are
studied and validated on artificially generated datasets as well as on the real-world
measurement data obtained from open sources or recorded in the laboratory of AGT
Group (R&D) GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany. Multiple experiments are conducted to
confirm and verify the performance consistency of the proposed methods as well as
partly integrated into real-world solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the domain of the thesis, highlights current
challenges in the field, and provides motivation for contributions presented. Further,
it states research aims and objectives, outlines the original contributions, lists all the
publications published throughout the time of this doctoral research, and presents an
overview of the thesis structure.

1.1

Motivation

Clustering, classification, and pattern matching problems are, probably, one of the
main challenges in machine learning and signal processing that are regularly faced by
both research and industrial communities. Despite the fact that these problems seem to
come from different domains they aim at solving similar tasks: identify similar groups
of objects, classify objects into several categories, find similar objects (or events) in
a real-time stream of data. Additionally, these problems often share similar technical
concepts and frameworks when being addressed.
During the last several decades, many algorithms and methods were proposed in order
to solve the above-mentioned challenges [Has19; Fuk13; Anz12; MAY]. Many of them
rely on ideas motivated by advances in physics, chemistry, biology, or other natural
sciences, inspired by the way humans (or animals) operate or are organized, follow
common organizational principles or philosophical aspects.
The wisdom of the crowds concept originating from the group learning methodology
has recently brought a significant impact to machine learning and signal processing
communities. Based on a simple assumption that, generally, many opinions are superior
to a single one, it allowed to boost the performance of existing machine learning and
signal processing models and gave birth to many new ones. The idea that a group
of individuals is collectively smarter than single experts has been already known from
Aristotle’s theory of collective judgment appeared in his work Politics [Mil17]. After
that, throughout all these years, it was utilized in decision making and problem-solving
in many practical areas. In the XXI century, the concept of Wisdom of Crowds was
popularized by James Surowiecki in his book [Sur05] in which he demonstrated the
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impact of the concept to current behavioral economics, art, psychology, pop culture,
and other areas. According to Surowiecki, there are several components required to
create a wise crowd:

1. Diversity of opinion
2. Independence
3. Decentralization
4. Aggregation
5. Trust

Diversity of opinion implies a private person’s belief even if this belief is based on a
specific interpretation of the known facts. Independence expects that people’s opinions
are not affected by others’ opinions. Decentralization assumes that people are using
local knowledge to draw conclusions. Aggregation suggests the existence of strategies to
transform private judgments into a joint decision. Trust suppose that every individual
trusts the crowd to be fair.
Four years later, Oinas-Kukkonen in his book [Oin08] refined and further developed
these components. Specifically, he described the possibility to explain how a group of
people think as a whole. He pointed out that groups of individuals might be exceptionally intelligent and are often smarter than the smartest participants of such a group.
However, to obtain superior results there is a strong need in a way information from
experts gets aggregated. Additionally, this aggregation function has to timely deliver
the right information to the right parties avoiding much communication as it might
bring down the intelligence of the whole group. Finally, he highlighted that the best
decisions are obtained by contest and disagreement.
The contributions of Surowiecki and Oinas-Kukkonen allowed us to bring structure
into an understanding of the wisdom of crowds paradigm and refine existing methods
based on it. Indeed, there were many approaches from different areas developed and
inspired by the wisdom of the crowds concept. Developed in 1968 (and still in use
nowadays) The Delphi Method [DH63] forecasts the impact of technology on warfare
by relying on the assumption of the superiority of group judgments compared to an
individual once. Additionally, it utilizes the fact that structured group judgments are
superior to unstructured ones. Decision theory in economics, philosophy, and psychology often rely on disconnecting problems from solutions and decision makers [Edw54].

3
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Swarm intelligence, multi-armed bandits, error-correcting codes are all examples of
such concept [CK17].
Ensemble learning or model averaging has appeared in order to solve complex machine
learning challenges by leveraging the wisdom of the crowds concept. It gave birth to
such concepts as voting, averaging, binning, bagging, boosting, and stacking [SR18].
All relying on the wisdom of crowd components, these concepts revolutionized many
domains of machine learning and signal processing. The most intuitive and common
ensemble aggregation technique applied regularly in machine learning is the majority
voting combination scheme. For a binary classification task it is known that when combining T independent classifiers it results in ensemble error rate that can be calculated
by:
 
T
X
T t
perror (1 − perror )T −t
P (Error) =
t
T
ceil(t= 2 )

where perror is error rate of an individual classifier (also called base classifier). According
to that error rate, equation Figure 1.1 shows the dependence of an ensemble error rate
over the error rate of a base classifier.

Figure 1.1: Ensemble error probability for binary classification problem and majority
voting aggregation scheme

Note should be taken that the ensemble error rate differs depending on the number
of base classifiers present in the ensemble approaching its minimum as the number of
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Figure 1.2: Fundamental reasons for the superiority of an ensemble over a single classifier. H is the hypotheses space of the problem

base classifiers goes to infinity. Another important note is that all base classifiers are
to be independent to achieve the performance depicted in Figure 1.1. Unfortunately,
this is a requirement that is difficult to achieve in practice. On the other hand, it was
shown that even limited base classifier diversity is able to provide plausible combination
results [Don+20].
Consider three main problems why ensembles outperform a single model: computational, representational, and statistical [Die+02]. The statistical problem (Figure 1.2(a)) is a common problem for many applications with few data and large hypotheses space. In such cases, there are many hypotheses that provide comparable
performance, however, the algorithm has to decide on a single one. The computational
problem (Figure 1.2(b)) arises in cases when a learning algorithm is not able to guarantee convergence towards the best hypothesis. Both statistical and computational
problems lead to the existence of the variance component of the model error. The representational problem (Figure 1.2(c)) relates to cases when the hypotheses space does
not include any plausible approximation of the target classes. This leads to the bias
component of the model error. For all these reasons, the performance of the learning
algorithm might be sub-optimal or even unacceptable.
Despite the fact that the wisdom of crowds concept is already successfully used in
classification tasks, it is still an exotic concept for clustering and pattern matching.
Yet for classification scenarios, there are still many open questions including combining
ensemble learning techniques with methods that combat class imbalance problems.
For clustering ensembles, the scalability is considered to be the biggest challenge since
often required clusterings association problem typically exhibits high computational
complexity. At the same time, pattern matching tasks were hardly addressed with the
help of the wisdom of crowds concept. For these reasons, the dissertation addresses
clustering, classification, and pattern matching problems under the view of the wisdom
of crowds concept.

1.2 Aims and Research Objectives

1.2
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Aims and Research Objectives

This doctoral thesis aims at developing approaches and methods based on the wisdom
of crowds concept to solve clustering, classification, and pattern matching problems.
The major research objectives concern highly relevant for signal processing and machine
learning communities aspects include
 development of scalable algorithms to address clustering, classification and pattern matching problems
 assessment of the developed approaches in simulated and real-world scenarios
 interpretation of the results and demonstration of applicability of the proposed
methods to various industrial domains

1.3

Summary of the Contributions

The original contributions of the doctoral thesis covering three main domains of signal processing and machine learning, namely, clustering, classification, and pattern
matching are as follows.

1.3.1

Consensus Clustering

Following the wisdom of crowds concept, we develop two consensus clustering frameworks to perform accurate and stable object clustering in high dimensional feature
space. First, by utilizing a stable group of objects concept called data fragment
we enable a scalable consensus clustering framework. We address the drawbacks of
the Hamming distance in co-occurrence-based consensus clustering methods proposing
an expressive distance measure on data fragments and building a consensus function
around this measure. We extensively evaluate the proposed framework on data collected from real problems as well as perform thorough simulations in order to assess
its properties and theoretical performance in different regimes.
Second, we propose a novel consensus clustering approach to efficiently and rapidly
combine multiple clustering solutions obtaining interpretable results. Based on the binary matrix factorization idea, the proposed consensus clustering approach is solved by
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means of a recursive rank-one binary matrix approximation heuristic. Additionally, we
introduce an effective initialization strategy for the heuristic. The proposed framework
is evaluated against several synthetic and real data sets to provide a comprehensive
view of it.

1.3.2

Dynamic Classifier Selection for Data Fusion

To address the classification problem from the wisdom of crowds point of view, we
propose a dynamic selection framework to select and combine competent classifiers. We
employ a multiple classifier system in order to solve a data fusion problem proposing
a mechanism to establish a competence estimation and selection procedure. The main
focus of the framework is to address data fusion problems from heterogeneous sources
that exhibit high-class imbalance. We validate our proposed framework on two real
data fusion remote sensing problems and identify that it is able to provide accurate
classification results even with high-class imbalance. Additionally, we perform synthetic
experiments to expand the exploration of the characteristics of the proposed method.

1.3.3

Real-time Pattern Matching

To find similar objects in an online stream of data or perform pattern matching tasks
employing all available example templates we propose a real-time pattern matching approach. It allows for finding predefined patterns from dynamic and possibly distorted
data streams. For that, we introduce a dynamic z-normalization scheme showing its
equivalence to the traditional z-normalization with fixed optimal window size. We
demonstrate that the proposed pattern matching approach provides high operational
performance on both synthetically generated and real-world use cases outperforming
the other state-of-the-art pattern matching methods, especially, when severe time distortions and sampling rate variance present.

1.4

Publications

During the period of doctoral candidacy, the following publications have been produced.

INTERNATIONALLY REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES
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Candidacy-related Publications

The following publications concerning the candidacy matter have been released during
the period of doctoral candidacy.

Internationally Refereed Journal Articles
S. Sukhanov, R. Wu, C. Debes, and A. M. Zoubir. “Dynamic pattern matching with
multiple queries on large scale data streams”. In: Signal Processing 171 (2020),
p. 107402. url: http : / / www . sciencedirect . com / science / article / pii /
S0165168419304542.
N. Yokoya, P. Ghamisi, J. Xia, S. Sukhanov, R. Heremans, I. Tankoyeu, B. Bechtel,
B. L. Saux, G. Moser, and D. Tuia. “Open Data for Global Multimodal Land
Use Classification: Outcome of the 2017 IEEE GRSS Data Fusion Contest”. In:
IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing
(2018), pp. 1–15.

Internationally Refereed Conference and Workshop
Papers
S. Sukhanov, C. Debes, and A. M. Zoubir. “Dynamic selection of classifiers for fusing
imbalanced heterogeneous data”. In: Proc. 44th IEEE Int. Conf. Acoustics, Speech
and Signal Processing (ICASSP). 2019.
S. Sukhanov, D. Budylskii, I. Tankoyeu, R. Heremans, and C. Debes. “Fusion of Lidar,
Hyperspectral and RGB Data for Urban Land Use and Land Cover Classification”.
In: IGARSS 2018 - 2018 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium. July 2018, pp. 3864–3867.
S. Sukhanov, C. Debes, and A. M. Zoubir. “Interpretable clustering ensembles using
binary matrix factorization”. In: Proc. 43th IEEE Int. Conf. Acoustics, Speech and
Signal Processing (ICASSP). 2018.
S. Sukhanov, V. Gupta, C. Debes, and A. M. Zoubir. “Consensus clustering on data
fragments”. In: 2017 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP). Mar. 2017, pp. 4631–4635.
S. Sukhanov, I. Tankoyeu, J. Louradour, R. Heremans, D. Trofimova, and C. Debes.
“Multilevel ensembling for local climate zones classification”. In: 2017 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS). July 2017,
pp. 1201–1204.
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Other Publications

Several publications that have been produced during the period of doctoral candidacy
on other matters.

Internationally Refereed Journal Articles
C. Debes, A. Merentitis, S. Sukhanov, M. Niessen, N. Frangiadakis, and A. Bauer.
“Monitoring Activities of Daily Living in Smart Homes: Understanding human
behavior”. In: IEEE Signal Processing Magazine 33.2 (Mar. 2016), pp. 81–94.

Internationally Refereed Conference and Workshop
Papers
S. Sukhanov, A. Merentitis, C. Debes, J. Hahn, and A. M. Zoubir. “Combining SVMs
for Classification on Class Imbalanced Data”. In: 2018 IEEE Statistical Signal Processing Workshop (SSP). June 2018, pp. 90–94.

1.5

Organization of the Thesis

The rest of this dissertation is structured with respect to its contributions as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces and reviews the main clustering methods, describes their main
characteristics, highlighting limitations and disadvantages. Further, state-of-the-art
consensus clustering methods are reviewed and the motivation for a need for a new
approach is provided. According to the motivation, two novel consensus clustering
approaches are proposed and evaluated on a set of synthetic and real-world datasets.
An extensive study is conducted to explore the effect of parameters on clustering results.
The chapter is closed with a discussion on the applicability of the proposed methods,
their advantages, and their downsides.
Chapter 3 focuses on the classification-based data fusion problem. Motivated by two
important remote sensing challenges, namely, local climate zones and land use and land
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cover classification, we review the state-of-the-art data fusion techniques and multiple
classifier systems. Next, a dynamic selection framework is proposed to address data
fusion problems with heterogeneous data sources. By starting with multiple classifier systems fundamentals, we introduce a dynamic selection paradigm and discuss its
advantages and limitations. Then, for this paradigm, a competence estimation and selection method to fuse competent classifiers is presented. We evaluate the method with
synthetic and real datasets, demonstrating the applicability of the proposed framework
to remote sensing applications. The chapter is concluded with discussions of results as
well as potential applicability of the contribution.
Chapter 4 deals with similarity search in data streams. Starting with a state-ofthe-art review in similarity search and time series pattern matching we then formulate
the pattern matching problem, extending it to account for multiple template examples,
and review the time-series averaging concept as well as the traditional fixed-length window z-normalization method. Further, we propose a dynamic normalization approach
that allows bringing streaming signal subsequences to the scale of the query template.
We further develop a pattern matching approach utilizing the proposed normalization
mechanism and extend it for the case when multiple examples of a query template are
available. After that, we evaluate the proposed pattern discovery method on multiple
synthetic and real-world datasets and report on its operational performance.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we conclude the thesis with a review of the presented contributions as well as provide an outlook for future work.
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Chapter 2
Clustering of multi-dimensional data with
consensus algorithms
Over the last few decades, data clustering remains an important challenge in many
fields of signal processing and data analysis. Being an unsupervised learning technique
clustering is usually employed to identify the underlining structure of data distributions by grouping together similar objects into structures (or clusters). The objects
are usually represented by multidimensional vectors where each dimension characterize some property or feature of the object. Thus, the main task of clustering is the
partitioning of a set of objects into clusters, so that objects of the same cluster share
similar properties.
Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } be a set of N objects, where xi is a vector in a d-dimensional
feature space Rd : x1 , . . . , xN ∈ Rd . Given X, the objective of clustering is to find a
partition (clustering) C = {C1 , C2 , ..., CK } of K clusters, such that similar vectors are
assigned to the same cluster and dissimilar to different ones.
Due to the fact that similarity between objects might be expressed by various measures
and strongly depends on application, the notion of a cluster is, generally, subjective.
Especially, when clustering high dimensional data, such similarity might be ambiguous
due to data scarcity and curse of dimensionality [Bel03].
The subjectivity of clustering results exist since in many practical problems, hidden
clusters might have different sizes, shapes, level of separation, etc. Identifying clusters
with these assumptions is considered to be a challenging task even nowadays. The
main reason for that is the fact that most of the existing clustering methods usually
optimize one objective with its particular assumptions on cluster properties and data.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates four data objects labeled as A, B, C and D with their three
attributes each: the shape, the color and the sign inside. Obviously, there are multiple
ways to cluster these objects and there is no any definite preference to do so. Depending
on the assumptions imposed and the relative importance of attributes one could cocluster objects A and B, D and C or A and D.
Generally, if one opts to calculate exhaustively the amount of possible ways to cluster N
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Figure 2.1: Example of four data objects labeled as A, B, C and D with their attributes:
the shape, the color and the sign inside the object

objects into K clusters it ends up with the Stirling numbers of the second kind [BH91]:
 
K
1 X
KN
K−j K
S(N, K) =
(−1)
jn ≈
K! j=0
K!
j
that, obviously, would require enormous computational effort when the number of
objects N increases even to just hundreds. That is why a fast and accurate technique
is crucial in order to perform reliable clustering of multidimensional data vectors.

2.1

Clustering techniques overview

Over the past years, there have been many algorithms proposed to perform data clustering task [JMF99]. In the sequel, we review the main fundamental clustering algorithms
that, in turn, became basis for many other advanced and scalable clustering techniques.

2.1.1

Partitional clustering

Iterative partitional algorithms iteratively assign initial cluster membership according
to a specific notion of a cluster. One of the oldest though most successful and famous
algorithms from this group is K-means [Mac67] that by utilizing Euclidean distance
between data objects and cluster centroids iteratively reassigns cluster memberships
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and updates the location of centroids in Euclidean space. K-means is also known
as a prototype-based clustering method as it utilizes a concept of centroids to be a
prototype of a cluster. The procedure of grouping data points into K clusters (where
K is a positive integer that is specified beforehand) is summarized in Table 2.1.
K-means algorithm
1: Initialize K centroids to be K random data points
2: repeat
3: Assign points to their closest centroids
4: According to assignment of points to centroids refine centroids position
5: until centroids are not changing or particular number of iterations exceeded.
Table 2.1: Steps of K-means clustering algorithm with random initialization

The algorithm in Table 2.1 is formulated according to an optimization task that is
defined to minimize the sum of square errors (SSE) represented by the distance between
data points and their corresponding cluster centroids. Thus, the objective of k-means
with K clusters is formally defined as to minimize:

J = SSE =

K X
X

||x − ci ||2

(2.1)

i=1 x∈Ci

where ||x − ci ||2 is the squared Euclidean distance between data point x and cluster center ci . Mean operator over all points assigned to a cluster defines a centroid
minimizing SSE:
1 X
ci =
x
(2.2)
mi x∈C
i

where mi is the number of objects in the ith cluster.

K-means is computationally attractive for large scale problems as its is usually solved
by efficient heuristic algorithms that exhibit time complexity O((n+K)d) and converge
quickly to a local minimum. However, K-means has three substantial drawbacks: the
number of clusters K is to be provided beforehand; the convergence is sensitive to
initialization resulting in different results for different runs; clusters have globular shape
due to the notion of centriods that make it practically useless for non-globular clusters
(see Figure 2.2) [JMF99].
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(a) Ground truth clustering

(b) results of k-means with K=7

Figure 2.2: Non-globular cluster shapes limit k-means from identifying them

2.1.2

Hierarchical clustering

Representing data with the help of a dendrogram or a tree diagram lead to the emergence of hierarchical clustering algorithms [RM05]. The main idea behind hierarchical
clustering algorithms is that each data point is considered as a separate cluster while
a set of nested clusters is organized in a tree structure. In this structure, every node is
the union of its children whereas the root contains all the data points. Thus, a node
might be a subcluster or a singleton cluster i.e. one data point cluster. Figure 2.3
provides an example where nodes p2 and p3 are a subcluster of a cluster {p2, p3, p4}
while p1 is a singleton cluster.

Figure 2.3: Dendrogam

Hierarchical clustering can be considered as a sequence of partitional clusterings that
is obtained by cutting the dendrogram at a particular level. There are two ways
in which relationship between a cluster and its subclusters and merging/splitting are
defined in dendrogram: bottom-up or agglomerative clustering and top-down or divisive
clustering.
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(a) Single Linkage

(b) Complete Linkage

(c) Average Linkage

Figure 2.4: Different types of linkages

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering creates a hierarchy by linking similar objects and
clusters on different levels of that hierarchy. By beginning with a single object in a
separate cluster agglomerative clustering algorithms merge clusters together at each
step according to a predefined linkage function that is used: single linkage, complete
linkage, average linkage and Ward linkage (Figure 2.4).
Two closest points in different clusters define single linkage (Figure 2.4(a)) that is often
used for non-elliptical cluster shapes. However, such linkage is sensitive to outliers and
noise. According to single linkage, the distance D(A, B) between clusters A and B is
defined as:
D(A, B) =

min d(x, y).

x∈A,y∈B

(2.3)

Two furthest points in different clusters define complete linkage (Figure 2.4(b)) that is
less prone to noise and outliers than single linkage, though favors globular shapes and
might disconnect large clusters. According to complete linkage, the distance D(A, B)
between clusters A and B is defined as:
D(A, B) = max d(x, y).
x∈A,y∈B

(2.4)

Average linkage is defined as the average distance between all pairs of points coming
from different clusters (Figure 2.4(c)). According to complete linkage, the distance
D(A, B) between clusters A and B is defined as:
D(A, B) =

XX
1
d(x, y).
A · B x∈A y∈B

(2.5)

For Ward linkage clusters are represented by their centroids and establish distance
between them according to the increase in the SSE by merging a pair of clusters. Ward
linkage suffers from inversion problem in which two merging clusters might be more
similar than another two on the previous step. For other linkages the distance between
a pair of clusters increases monotonically. For Ward linkage the initial cluster distances
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between two points xi and xj are defined as:
d(xi , xj ) = xi − xj

2

.

(2.6)

According to selected linkage type agglomerative clustering constructs a distance matrix that is further used for dendrogram creation. The steps of agglomerative clustering
are summarized in Table 2.2:
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
1: Construct distance matrix, if necessary
2: repeat
3: Merge two closest clusters
4: Update the distance matrix to update the distances between the
new cluster resulting from merging and the rest
5: until single cluster remains.
Table 2.2: Steps of agglomerative clustering algorithm

The main limitation of agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms is its high computational complexity limiting their practical applicability to large data sets. The time
complexity of computing distance matrix is O(N 2 ) while the clustering procedure (provided storage of the distances between clusters in a sorted list) results in O(N 2 log N ).
Moreover, these algorithms are prone to noise and outliers since the decisions on every
hierarchy are fixed and there is no mechanism to refine resulting clusters. To address
complexity limitations Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies
(BIRCH) [ZRL96] and CURE [GRS98] clustering approaches were later proposed.

Divisive hierarchical clustering creates a tree diagram by iteratively dividing objects
into clusters until the desired number of clusters is achieved. Many methods utilizing this concept were proposed including Principal Direction Divisive Partitioning
(PDDP) [Bol98] that is computationally efficient and allows to deal with large data
bases.

Generally, hierarchical clustering suffers from several limitations: the lack of globally
optimized objective function; inability to handle clusters of different sizes; fixed merging
rules that prevent a local optimization criteria from becoming a global one.
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2.1.3

Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH)

To overcome scalaibility issue and be able to reverse fixed merging decisions
BIRCH [ZRL96] algorithm was introduced. The main idea of BIRCH is to minimize
number of data scans and as the result running time of clustering procedure. There are
several special features in BIRCH: clustering decisions are performed without scanning
the entire data set; it removes outliers by exploiting the non uniformity of the data; it
creates clustering feature tree - a dendrogram-based compact representation of data to
calculate the intra-cluster distances. The idea behind the clustering feature tree is to
represent a group of objects by a three-tuple (N, Linear Sum (LS), Square Sum (SS)),
where N is the number of data points in a cluster, LS is defined as:
LS =

N
X

xi

(2.7)

x2i

(2.8)

i=1

and SS is defined as:
SS =

N
X
i=1

By operation with these three-tuple objects BIRCH clustering algorithm steps are
summarized in Table 2.3. The major advantage of BIRCH is its scalability comparing
BIRCH clustering algorithm
1:
2:
3:
or
4:
to

Scan the entire data set and construct an initial clustering feature tree
Construct a smaller clustering feature tree by shrinking to a desirable length
Perform global clustering by means of a clustering algorithm e.g. k-means
hierarchical clustering on clustering feature entries
Refine resulting clusters to fix cases where equally valued data points got assigned
different leaf entries in clustering feature trees
Table 2.3: Steps of BIRCH clustering algorithm

to hierarchical clustering methods and ability to handle outliers.

2.1.4

Density-based clustering methods

Density based methods are based on density search algorithms [Eve+11] that find
populated areas in a metric space. Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) [Est+96] is the most popular algorithm from this group of
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methods. By employing Euclidean distance as a metric space, DBSCAN estimates the
density in d-dimensional space (where d is the number of features that every objects
has). The main assumption that the algorithm has is that all the objects that belong to
the same cluster must be mutually density-connected. That might often overestimate
the number of resulting clusters, especially considering not-trivial parameter setting of
this algorithm [PK06]. DBSCAN algorithm is summarized in Table 2.4.
DBSCAN algorithm
1: Label entire data set as core, border or noise points
2: Exclude noise points
3: Set an edge between all core points that are within
a predefined distance of each other
4: Place each group of connected core points into a separate cluster
5: Assign each border point to one of the cluster of its associated core points
Table 2.4: Steps of DBSCAN clustering algorithm

One of the advantages of DBSCAN is that it does not require number of clusters
to be known in advance but determines it automatically. Another advantage is that
it is able to handle clusters of arbitrary shapes and sizes, however, typical density
estimation challenges are applied for this method in high dimensional feature space.
The time complexity of the density based clustering is O(N × Tneigh ), where Tneigh is
the time to perform search in predefined neighborhood. The worst case complexity to
find neighbors is O(N 2 ).

2.1.5

Spectral clustering

Spectral clustering [NJW02] utilizes a graph partitioning methodology in order to perform clustering of a dataset. Its main advantage is that it makes no direct assumptions on cluster shapes and sizes being suitable for clustering complex data patterns.
However, similarity measure utilized in spectral clustering might impact those assumptions. In spectral clustering a weighted graph G = (V, W ) is constructed where the
data points are the nodes V and connections between them are the weighted edges
Wij . The weights are computed according to a local symmetric and non-negative similarity measure that is usually represented by a Gaussian kernel that is parameterized
by width σ:
 ||x − x ||2 
i
j
(2.9)
Wi,j = exp −
2
2σ
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where || · || denotes Euclidean distance.

There are several possible methods available to construct a graph that captures relationship between data points:

 Fully connected graph: vertices which have any non-zero similarities are connected;
 r-neighborhood graph: a vertex is connected to all other if they are located within
some radius r, where r is a real number parameter characterizing local structure
of the dataset;
 k-nearest neighbor graph: a vertex is connected to its k-nearest neighboring
vertices, where k is an integer parameter characterizing local structure of the
dataset.

With the help of one of the objective functions (e.g. MinCut, RatioCut, NCut or
MinMaxCutConstructed) [ZP05; YS03; DGK04] the resulting graph is then partitioned
into two disjoint sets of connected vertices A and B such that:
V =A∪B

(2.10)

φ = A ∩ B.

(2.11)

and

Degree di is then defined for every vertex i as:
di =

n
X

Wij

(2.12)

j=1

forming a degree matrix D which is a diagonal matrix with zero off-diagonal elements.
Next, the Laplacian matrix L is formed as:
L = D − W.

(2.13)

After that eigenvectors of L are computed and clustered with i.e. k-means algorithm
in order to get final solution.
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Clustering Challenges

Practically, the majority of clustering techniques are not able to provide satisfactory
results due to their algorithmic limitations and various issues with data distributions.
The main intrinsic challenges of clustering techniques are, typically, large parameter
set and their own assumptions on resulting clusters [FVH06; JMF99]. Different sets
of parameters of the same clustering algorithm might result into completely different
output: from the one that make sense to meaninglessly identified clusters [FM07].
Moreover, the outcome of multiple runs of the same algorithm, i.e. k-means, might not
be consistent due to strong dependence on the initialization (by applying several of the
considered clustering algorithms to the same dataset one obtains, typically, different
clustering results) [JMF99]. Various algorithmic assumptions might lead to cluster size
and shape variations, inability to detect a cluster or improper objects grouping. The
reason for that is primarily intrinsic optimization criteria that is different for various
clustering algorithms. Evaluating clustering results and finding out which one (from
many) is correct is considered to be an extremely challenging task since, generally, there
is no ground truth available while cluster validity indices are often ambiguous [SRS08;
JMF99; JL05]. Thus, without having any preknowledge about eventual results it is
typically assumed that all the solutions are equally plausible.
Issues with data distributions include possible presence of outliers that might make
results inaccurate; curse of dimensionality [Bel03] that often cause clusters to exist
in different subspaces; density variability that might hinder discovery of low-densed
clusters and other. All these data distribution issues are typically leading to uncertainty
in clustering solutions and, as the result, wrong clustering output.
The ambiguity when choosing one out of several clustering results lead to the concept
of combination that is considered further in this Chapter.

2.3

Consensus Clustering Fundamentals

Consensus clustering has emerged to be a powerful tool for solving practical data clustering problems [SG03] proving to achieve more stable, quality and accurate clustering
results than by applying a single clustering algorithm [GF08]. Consensus clustering
often allows obtaining novel solutions [Chr11; Top+04] that are not feasible by any
single clustering methods.

2.3 Consensus Clustering Fundamentals
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Motivated by the success of supervised ensemble learning techniques [Bre96] consensus
clustering receives multiple clustering solutions (also called an ensemble) and combines
them to obtain a single final one. As a result, consensus clustering usually provides a
more accurate and stable output [GF08]. Moreover, consensus clustering also allows
obtaining novel solutions that are not achievable by any single clustering method as
shown empirically [SG03; Chr11] and theoretically [Top+04] in the past.
In various works on consensus clustering, several properties were defined for a consensus
clustering algorithm to be successful. The main of them are:

 Novelty: it finds solutions unreachable by any single clustering algorithm;
 Consistency: its results are similar to single clustering algorithms’ results that
are used for combination;
 Effectiveness: its result provides better average performance than any single clustering algorithm;
 Stability: its result is robust to noise and outliers.

Despite the fact that these properties are expected from every consensus clustering
algorithm it is usually challenging to achieve all of them simultaneously [PS11]. Therefore, most of the existing algorithms possess a subset of desired properties.
Given a set of objects, consensus clustering methods consist of two main steps: 1)
Generation, in which a set of diverse clusterings is produced and 2) Consensus, where
generated clusterings (or some of them) are combined. This combination is usually
done without any access to original data on which these clusterings were generated.
Finding a proper consensus function that accurately combines given partitions is usually considered to be the biggest challenge in consensus clustering research [TJP05;
Iam+11] and is also one of the contributions of this thesis.
On Figure 2.5 a flow chart of consensus clustering process is depicted. Typically, at
first, a set of diverse and quality clustering solutions are generated. Second, these
clusterings are combined according to a predefined consensus function that outputs a
single clustering solution.
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Figure 2.5: Consensus clustering flow chart. Multiple clustering solutions are getting
generated and then getting combined according to a predefined consensus function
resulting into a single solution

2.4

Problem formulation

Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } be a set of N objects, where xi is a vector in a d-dimensional
feature space Rd : x1 , . . . , xN ∈ Rd . P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , PH } is a set of H partitions (or
h
} is a single partition of X with
clusterings) of X, where each Ph = {C1h , C2h , . . . , CK
h
Kh clusters satisfying
 Cjh 6= ∅, ∀ j = 1, . . . , Kh
 Cjh ∩ Cph = ∅, ∀ j 6= p
h
h
 ∪K
k=1 Ck = X.

For each xi , we define a H-dimensional label vector yi :
yi = [P1 (xi ), P2 (xi ), . . . , PH (xi )]

(2.14)

where Ph (xi ) is the cluster label of xi in partition Ph . Since every clustering Ph assigns
symbolic labels to objects xi the vectors yi consist of categorical values. In addition,
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Figure 2.6: Example of five distinct partitions of a toy dataset and a consensus solution

all vectors yi are forming a matrix
> >
Y = [y1> , y2> , . . . , yN
]

(2.15)

that represents data objects in the ensemble label space. Figure 2.6 depicts an example
of a clustering ensemble over N = 9 objects clustered differently H = 5 times (color
encodes cluster label). The consensus solution is depicted on the same Figure 2.6 and
has K = 3 resulting clusters. For the object co-occurrence-based methods [SG03] the
consensus function CF maps P to a consensus solution as:
CF : {Ph |h ∈ {1, . . . , H}} → P ∗

(2.16)

The consensus solution for median partition-based problems provides the maximum
cumulative similarity with respect to all clusterings in the ensemble:
∗

P = argmax
P ∈Px

H
X

S(P, Ph )

(2.17)

h=1

where S is a similarity measure between partitions, Px is a search space with all possible
clusterings of Y. The median partition-based problem was proven to be NP-hard for the
Mirkin distance (symmetric difference distance) [PS11] while the object co-occurrencebased formulation is not enough rigorous. Moreover, both problems are formulated in
a way that does not make use of dominant objects (or centroids) in the ensemble label
space and most of the consensus functions provide final labels only.
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Partition Generation

Partition generation [Hua+17] is the step where partitions to combine are being created.
During this step diverse and quality partitions of data are produced in order to be then
combined at the aggregation step. To ensure the quality and diversity of the generated
partitions an additional selection phase might be introduced where the most accurate
according to some criterion partitions are selected for further consensus.
Random projections [BV05; Wan+15] that is a dimensionality reduction technique is
the most popular partition generation approach: random projections of a dataset are
generated following by a clustering algorithm [PHL04]. As a result, such partitions
are then used as an input of a clustering approach. In the following, we provide details on random projection-based dimensionality reduction often used to create diverse
partitions.
Dimensionality reduction is a function that maps data points from high to a low di0
mensional space, µ : Rd → Rd , where d < d0 . In case µ is a deterministic mapping,
the Euclidean distances between data points are not guaranteed to be preserved that
might affect the performance of methods that depend on distances between data points
(most of clustering algorithms in such case would suffer from that). To the contrary,
randomized embeddings, according to the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [BV05],
provide possibility to embed data points from high into low dimensional space nearly
preserving Euclidean distances between them i.e. with low distortion defined as
||µ(xi ) − µ(xj )||
||xi − xj ||

(2.18)

where xi and xj are the data points. Specifically, given X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } a set of N
objects, where xi is a vector in a d-dimensional feature space there exist 1+-distortion
0
embedding into Rd so that:
c log N
q=(
)
(2.19)
2
where c is a constant. The embedding is represented by a random d × d0 matrix
D with random orthonormal vectors or embeddings that are represented by other
matrices [Hua+17]. Random subspace (RS) method is represented by
r
d
D=
(rij )
(2.20)
d0
where rij are randomly chosen with entries {0, 1} with exactly single ”1” per row and
at most single ”1” per column and formally, does not satisfy JL lemma but practically
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shown to provide low distortions for high dimensional data [BV06; EV13]. RS is
performed as
X 0 = XD
(2.21)
According to that, it is possible to obtain low distortion embeddings by performing
0
random projections from Rd into Rd . According to Equation 2.21 H projected datasets
X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , XH } are generated to further use them for clustering.

2.5

Consensus Clustering functions

In the state of the art, there are two main groups of consensus functions: median
partition [PS11] and object co-occurrence [Lou+13]. Approaches from the first group
are searching for a consensus function that is a solution of an optimization problem.
Here the objective is to maximize the sum of similarities between the median clustering
and all clusterings in the given ensemble. The choice of similarity measure between
partitions is the key challenge that is not yet fully addressed [PS11]. For example, for
Mirkin-based distance functions it was proven that the solution of the median partition
problem is N P-hard while for other distances there was no in depth analysis done in
the literature [PS11; AW19a]. For this reason, there is no universal answer on the
approach which should be used to accurately solve practical large-scale consensus clustering problems using median partition-based methods. The second set of methods is
based on object co-occurrence which operates on pairs of objects and analyzes whether
two objects belong to the same cluster in every partition or not [FJ05]. Despite its solid
operational performance the main drawback of co-occurrence based methods is their
high computational and memory complexity (usually not less than O(N 2 )) and the fact
that co-association matrices are not expressive enough to accurately perform aggregation on them (especially when there are not too many partitions or they are of limited
diversity) [PS11; Wan11]. In the following, we provide an overview of state-of-the-art
of consensus clustering algorithms.

2.5.1

Relabeling and voting

Relabeling and voting based methods are considered to be one of the first consensus
clustering algorithms proposed in the literature [PS11]. Consisting of two major steps,
these methods, at first, solve the labeling correspondence problem and then apply a
voting process to obtain final result. The label corresponding process is usually the
most challenging step since there is no correspondence established between partitions
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of different clustering algorithms. The labels are symbolic class representations and
might vary even for multiple runs of the same clustering algorithm. Methods that
belong to this group are Plurality Voting [FB03], Voting-Merging [AW19b], Voting for
fuzzy clusterings [DWH02], voting Active Clusters [TA08], Cumulative Voting [AK08],
method proposed by Ayad and Kamel [AK10], Zhou and Tang [ZT06], Gordon and
Vichi [GV01], Dudoit and Fridlyand [DF03]. Due to the difficulty of solving labeling
correspondence problem exactly, the solution of the algorithms of this type are able
to typically deal with the partitions with the same number of clusters. Moreover, the
computational cost is often O(N 3 ) since it usually involves Hungarian algorithm [JV86]
in order to solve labeling correspondence problem.

2.5.1.1

Connected Triple Based Similarity

Connected Triple Based Similarity [NG10] operates based on the idea that if two data
points share a link with another data point then it reflects the similarity between those
two data points. According to Figure 2.7, data points x1 and x2 are similar since they
are co-clustered in P2 and P3 , though, they are dissimilar with respect to partition P1 .
Thus, cluster C11 and C21 are similar as they have two connected-triples in which cluster
C12 and C13 are centers of the triples.
P2
P1

P3

Figure 2.7: Connected Triple Based Similarity. From [NG10]

Besides identifying connected-triples, there is also similarity between clusters in terms
of shared data that is taken into account. According to that, the Weighted Connectedtriple (WCT) algorithm is established. This algorithm constructs a weighted graph
G = (V, W ), with V being the set of vertices each representing a cluster in P and
W being a set of weighted edges between clusters. Every edge that connects clusters
Ci , Cj ∈ V receives a weight wij and is calculated as proportion of the overlapping
members:
|XCi ∩ XCj |
(2.22)
wij =
|XCi ∪ XCj |
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where XCi ∈ X denotes objects assigned to cluster Ci . Contrary to counting number
of triples, a minimum weight of the two involving edges is taken as triple. Additionally,
the number of connected-triples between clusters Ci , Cj ∈ V whose common neighbor
is cluster Ck ∈ V is considered:
WCTkij = min(wik , wjk )

(2.23)

The number of q(1 ≤ q < ∞) triples between two clusters Ci and Cj is then:
WCTij =

q
X

WCTkij .

(2.24)

k=1

The similarity between two clusters Ci and Cj is defined as:
SimWCT (i, j) =

WCTij
WCTmax

(2.25)

where, WCTmax is the maximum WCTij value of any pair of clusters within P. By
employing such cluster-oriented set up in order to enhance the quality of the typical
similarity matrix, the similarity between two objects xi , xj ∈ X is then calculated as:
(
1,
ifC(xi ) = C(xj )
(2.26)
Sm (xi , xj ) =
WCT
Sim
(C(xi ), C(xj )) × DC, otherwise
where DC ∈ (0, 1] is a constant decay factor representing confidence level of accepting
a pair of non-identical data points as being similar. By employing similarity between
objects xi and xj ∈ X, a connected-triple based similarity (CTS) matrix is created,
where entries are calculated as
M
1 X
CTS(xi , xj ) =
Sm (xi , xj )
M m=1

(2.27)

By treating CTS as similarity matrix, an agglomerative clustering is then performed
to obtain final solution.

2.5.1.2

SimRank Based Similarity (SRS)

The basic idea of SimRank Based Similarity (SRS) [NG10] is the fact that neighbors
are similar if their neighbors are similar as well. In SRC the dataset is represented as a
graph with vertices and edges, where edges between vertices indicate similarity. To reveal hidden relations between data points and clusters a bipartite graph representation
is used (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: SimRank Based Similarity bipartite representation. From [NG10]

To create a graph, a N × N matrix is built where each entry indicates similarity
between a pair of objects or clusters. The similarity between two objects is defined
as the average similarity between clusters they belong to while similarity between two
clusters is defined as the average similarity between their objects. Then, the similarity
measure between a pair of vertices is computed through the iterative refinement process.

2.5.2

Co-association matrix based methods

In co-association matrix-based (an indicator matrix reflecting if a pair of data points
are co-clustered) methods the label correspondence problem is avoided. Instead, it has
an intermediate step of mapping the partitions into co-association matrix where each
cell counts the number of partitions in which a pair of objects xi and xj is co-clustered.
Co-association matrix CA is then defined as:
CAi,j

H
1 X
=
δ(Pt (xi ), Pt (xj ))
H h=1

where Ph (xj ) is the cluster label of xi in Ph and
(
1, if a = b
δ(a, b) =
0, otherwise

(2.28)

(2.29)

Large CA entries indicate frequent co-clustering occurrences of a pair of objects allowing to treat it as similarity matrix between objects. By considering co-association
matrix as similarity matrix, a clustering algorithm is applied to obtain final partition.
In [Fre01] a threshold is used to produce consensus partition. In [FJ05] co-association
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matrix is considered as an adjacency matrix of a graph in which the minimum spanning
tree is to be found. Similarly, in Single Link [JMF99] a dendrogram (a tree diagram
representing clustering results) is created and then cut according to a threshold. Likewise, a k-cluster lifetime [Fre01] is proposed to obtain K clusters by using a range
of thresholds. According to that, other hierarchical clustering algorithms [Li+07] can
be used to cut the dendrogram including Complete-Link and Average-Link [JMF99].
In [IBG08] two novel similarity matrix concepts were introduced where the neighborhood of a pair of objects is considered in order to define similarity between these two
objects. Another two similar ideas were proposed in [VR09] and in [WYZ09]. The main
advantage of co-association matrix-based methods is the ability to perform straightforward implementation of them. This, however, goes with the cost of high computational
complexity (O(N 2 )) and the choice of hierarchical clustering algorithm to obtain final
solution.

2.5.3

Hypergraph partitioning methods

Hypergraph partitioning methods have inspired consensus clustering research to use
graph and hypergraph based approaches to find consensus solution. The main idea of
those approaches is by having multiple partitions to build a (hyper)graph and then find
a best cut. In [SG03], the final consensus partition is defined as the one that shares
the most information with other partitions. By employing Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [Kno+06] the measure of information shared between two clusterings is
established leading to three heuristics: Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm
(CSPA), HyperGraph Partitioning Algorithm (HGPA) and Meta-Clustering Algorithm
(MCLA). Introduced in [FB04] Hybrid Bipartite Graph Formulation (HBGF) employs
METIS [KK98b] algorithm in order to partition the graph created by modeling objects
and clusters together on the same graph. In [AWJ10] a method based on random
walker strategy was proposed in order to cut the graph. Generally, graph and hypergraph based approaches are widely used as consensus clustering methods, however, due
to the lack of rigorous problem formulation still stay non optimal in many scenarios.

2.5.3.1

Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm (CSPA)

The main idea behind CSPA is to create H N × N similarity matrices, average them
and then partition resulting average matrix. The entries of similarity matrices for
each clustering have either 0 (if objects are not assigned to the same cluster) and 1
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otherwise:

(
SPh (i, j) =

1, if Ph (xi ) = Ph (xj )
0, otherwise

(2.30)

The entry-wise average of H similarity matrices is defined as
1
0
P ·P .
(2.31)
H
Similarity matrix in CSPA can be considered as the adjacency matrix of a fully connected graph with nodes being elements of X while edges between a pair of nodes possess weights equal to the number of times respective points are co-clustered. Consensus
partition is then obtained by applying graph partitioning algorithm METIS [KK98a]
on similarity matrix (Figure 2.9). Though CSPA is straightforward and intuitive apS=

(a) Partition 1

(b) Partition 2

(c) Partition 3

(d) Similarity matrix

Figure 2.9: Co-association matrices of three clusterings and an entry-wise average of
those matrices
proach it has space and time complexity limitations. Its worst case time complexity is
O(N 2 KH) that limits its applicability to large-scale datasts.

2.5.3.2

Meta-Clustering Algorithm (MCLA)

MCLA is a consensus algorithm that performs clustering of clusters and outputs confidence estimates for cluster membership of each data point. The main principle of
MCLA is to form a matrix of similarities between clusters by defining a similarity
between a pair of clusters Ci and Cj as the number of points that are grouped together. To compute the ratio of the intersection to the union of the sets of objects
corresponding to the two hyperedges Jaccard index [Jac01] is used. The edge weight
wa,b between two nodes ha and hb is defined according to binary Jaccard measure of
their corresponding indicator vector ha and hb as:
wa,b =

ha T hb
.
||ha ||22 + ||hb ||22 − ha T hb

(2.32)
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Analogous to CSPA, MCLA employs METIS [KK98a] algorithm in order to obtain
meta-clusters that are used to obtain final consensus partitions by counting the number
of times each data point falls in a meta-cluster. The biggest advantage of MCLA is
that is has low time complexity that is quadratic to number of clusters in set partition
P.

2.5.3.3

Hyper-Graph Partitioning Algorithm (HGPA)

The consensus function in HGPA [SG03] is formulated as a hypergraph partitioning
algorithm that cuts a minimal number of hyperedges, so that the hypergraph is partitioned into K connected components of approximately same dimension. In such
hypergraph, all the vertices and hyperedeges are equally weighted while to obtain comparable sized partitions HMETIS [Kar+99] algorithm is used. The biggest drawback
of HGPA is that it suffers from cluster imbalance problem.

2.5.3.4

Hybrid Bipartite Graph Formulation (HBGF)

HBGF combines advantages of both instance- and cluster-based consensus functions.
The method constructs graph models for data points and clusters of P treating them
as graph vertices (Figure 2.10). The objective of graph partitioning problem in HBGF
is to find K ways of partitioning the graph so that it minimizes the cut while the
constraint for the partitioning problem is to have roughly equal amount of vertices in
each part. To constructs a graph G = (V, W ) the vertices V are represented as V P ∪V I ,
Cluster 4

Cluster 2

Cluster 1

(a) Partition 1

Cluster 3

(b) Partition 2

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

(c) Graph representation

Figure 2.10: HBGF graph representation
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where V P denote clusters and V I denote data points. The weights W are contracted
according to
(
W (i, j) = W (j, i) =

0, if i and j are both clusters or instances
1, else if instance i belongs to cluster j

(2.33)

and,


0 AT
W =
AT 0


(2.34)

where AT is a matrix in which rows refer to instances and columns refer to clusters.

2.5.4

Knowledge based cluster ensemble (KB)

Knowledge based consensus clustering [ZW06] consist of four approaches. In all of
them, base clusterings are generated by applying k-means with different initializations.
The variation between these four approaches arises if objects are weighted and if partition selection is active. The first step in these set of methods is to align clusters in each
input partitions. In order to do that, the number of overlapped objects is calculated
forming similarity measure between partitions. For the method Voting, final label of
ith object is obtained based on plurality voting on label vector. Consider λ be the label
vector corresponding to ith object, where λ = {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1}. According to
plurality voting, ith object will receive label 1. For the method Weighted-voting, in
order to compute the weight for each partition mutual information is employed [SG03].
Those weights are then used for plurality voting of label vectors. For every clustering
in P, the average mutual information is computed as:
H
X
1
βm =
Φ(λ(m) , λ(h) )
H − 1 h=1,h6=m

(2.35)

where Φ is calculated as in [SG03]. For the method Selective voting, partition weights
are calculated as:
1
Wm =
(2.36)
βm Z
and then are used to filter input partitions. Partition whose mutual information weight
is smaller than a predefined threshold are discarded. Such filtering is able to bring
substantial improvement in the consensus clustering results [FL08]. The forth Selective
weighted-voting approach combines partition filtering mechanism with weighted-voting
being more accurate than other three approaches [ZW06].
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Mirkin distance based methods

Mirkin distance based methods employ the symmetric difference between two partitions
that is defined as the number of disagreements between them. Such a distance is then
used in median partition formulation in order to find final solution. In [FS03] three
heuristics were proposed to solve median partition problem applying Mirkin distance:
Best-of-k (BOK), Simulated Annealing, One-element Move (SAOM) and Best Oneelement Move (BOM). Later, another four heuristics were proposed in [GMT07]. One
of them, called Balls algorithm, creates a graph based on the partitions where every
edge gets its weight according to the distance between objects. Agglomerative and
Furthest algorithms are the variation of a typical agglomerative clustering algorithm
with average and maximum linkages, respectively. In LocalSearch algorithm the cost
of moving an object from one cluster to another is defined in order to iteratively form
the final clustering. The main drawback of the listed heuristics is the computational
complexity (O(N 2 )) which limits their application to big data setting.

2.5.6

Consensus clustering limitations

Generally, most existing consensus functions offer a trade-off between accuracy and
scalability [Wan11; PS11]. In addition, while being complex and sometimes lacking a
clear objective formulation, these methods do not offer a straightforward interpretation
of the solution, thus providing no guarantee on its quality. Moreover, there are usually
many parameters that should be carefully optimized for every particular task, including
the target number of clusters that in practice is often an unknown value.
Recently, due to large data volumes and a demand for higher scalability, the data
fragment (DF) concept was introduced in several works on consensus clustering. Employing DF allows pruning the search space for median partition-based consensus clustering methods [VA15] as well as to decrease both memory and time complexity for
co-occurrence based approaches. In [Wan11] a data fragment-based consensus method
called CA-Tree is introduced where both the dendrogram and co-association matrix
are used to obtain a consensus solution. The main drawback of the method is high
sensitivity to a partition that is taken as the first layer of the dendrogram making
final results unstable. In [Wu+12] three methods adopted from data objects to DFs
are presented: a bottom-up agglomerative algorithm F-agglomerative, a top-down approach F-Furtherst and a median partition based local-search heuristic F-LocalSearch.
These three methods are all adoptions of corresponding object-based approaches and
inherit drawbacks of the original methods: they treat all partitions equally even if
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some of them are nonsense. In addition, they employ the Hamming distance [Ham50]
as a distance measure which results in non-expressive and quantized representations of
distances often leading to a non-optimal consensus solution.

2.5.7

Data Fragments

With the help of the previously introduced label matrix Y we define a data fragment
as follows.
Definition. Data fragment (DF) Fl , l = 1, . . . , L is a submatrix of Y in which all rows
are equal to each other, i.e. yi = yj ∀yi , yj ∈ Fl .

One DF can be considered as a stable group of objects within the ensemble of clusterings
where all included points are co-clustered. In fact, a complete cluster can be considered
as a DF if all clusterings are agreed on it. We will refer to each fragment Fl by its
unique row vector fl ∈ Fl . The amount of DFs in an ensemble is usually much less
than the number of original data points which allows handling large datasets [VA15;
Wu+12]. Moreover, with the help of DFs it is possible to naturally extend object cooccurrence- and median partition-based formulations [Wu+12] and effectively use them
as elements of a consensus function for ensemble aggregation [NG10]. The fact that
every DF represents a set of stable clustered objects a proper (dis)similarity measure
between DFs should be established in order to perform a reasonable consensus among
partitions. In addition, since fl is a categorical data vector, the (dis)similarity has to
be defined over this type of data which in general is a challenging task [BCK08].

If we consider matrix Fl as a set of equal vectors (further denoted as Fl ) its cardinality
would correspond to the amount of data points that are co-clustered by all ensemble
P
members. From the DF definition it is also clear that Ll=1 |Fl | = N . Intuitively, DFs
that have large |Fl | are likely to form stable clusters or substantial parts of them. DFs
with small |Fl | correspond to objects on which the consensus is weak (outliers and
noisy samples). At the same time, it is important to account for the frequency of each
label within each clustering since the distribution of them is in general different, can
be imbalanced and depends on the ensemble generation scheme and underlying data
structure. In the next section, we propose a dissimilarity measure between DFs that
addresses this peculiarity.

2.6 Data Fragments-based consensus

2.6
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At first, we propose a consensus clustering framework that addresses the drawbacks of
the Hamming distance in co-occurance based method and reduces computational and
memory complexity. We employ a DF concept to assure scalability of the consensus
clustering function while proposing an expressive distance measure on DFs that leads
to a significant improvement in the final solution compared to approaches based on
Hamming distance. We further build a consensus function around this measure based
on a hierarchical clustering approach [Suk+17a].

2.6.1

Dissimilarity measure over data fragments

Lemma 1. The number of data fragments in an ensemble with H clusterings is bounded
by maxh=1,...,H Kh ≤ L ≤ N .

Proof. From Equation 2.14 yih ∈ {1, . . . , Kh }. From the properties of clustering y h ∈
[1, . . . , Kh ]T , so at least there are Kh points: yih 6= yjh ∀i, j. From the DF definition
there exist at least Kh DFs since there are at least Kh non equal elements yih . Since
DFs are defined over all partitions h ∈ {1, . . . , H} then the minimum number of DFs
is defined by maxh=1,...,H Kh . Consider Y : yi 6= yj . From 2.5.7 every yi will form a
DF Fi and as the result there will be N distinct DFs.


In fact, if there are N DFs it means that there is no any pair of data points xi , xj ∈ X
on which all clustering solutions are agreed by co-clustering both of them.
Lemma 2. If |F | = Kh and Kh = Kj ∀h 6= j, h, j ∈ {1, . . . , H} then all clusterings
within the ensemble are equal (with regards to co-clustered data points) i.e. Ph ≡ Pj .

Proof. The proof is trivial.



This lemma leads to the fact that in such cases the optimal solution for consensus
clustering problem is a trivial solution and equals to any clustering within the ensemble.
In order to be able to operate on DFs and establish a dissimilarity measure between
them to find consensus partition we first define an error function on categorical vectors
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yi which we want to minimize. For any partition P with K clusters and a dissimilarity
measure between two categorical vectors dc an error function
E(P ) =

K
X
k=1

1
|Ck | · (|Ck | − 1)

X

dc (yi , yj )

(2.37)

yi ,yj ∈Ck ,
yi 6=yj

measures the aggregated average dissimilarity between points of every cluster and
closely related to optimization criteria of k-means and agglomerative clustering algorithms [SJ13]. The choice of an appropriate dissimilarity measure dc is critical since
it can seriously affect the behavior of the error function. The optimal partition P ∗ can
be then defined as follows:
P ∗ = argmin E(P )
(2.38)
P ∈Px

where Px is a search space with all possible clusterings of Y. In previous works on
consensus clustering in which the notion of distance between two categorical vectors
yi and yj was defined [GMT07] mainly the Hamming distance was considered.
d(yi , yj ) =

H
X

δ(yih , yjh )

(2.39)

yih 6= yjh
otherwise

(2.40)

h=1

where
(
δ(yih , yjh ) =

1,
0,

In fact, the Hamming distance (sometimes also called as overlap measure when introduced as a similarity measure [BCK08]) provides an easy and understandable way
to compare two categorical vectors. However, it suffers from a substantial drawback
since it assigns equal significance to dissimilarities for all vectors attributes. For many
problems (including consensus clustering) the assumption of equal significance of attributes errors is not valid as the partitions in ensemble could be very diverse (every
partition has its own number of clusters Kh and may be generated using different distance metrics and clustering methods). Generally, measuring dissimilarities between
categorical vectors is not a straightforward task since the content of dissimilarity is
highly application specific and categories are often ambiguous or even arbitrary. As an
alternative to the Hamming distance there are several data-driven dissimilarity functions that take into account the frequency distribution of values of every attribute.
In [BCK08] the authors systematically studied 14 measures for categorical values concluding that the choice of them strongly depends on the assumptions that are imposed
on the data. In the sequel, we define a dissimilarity measure on DFs and use DFs
further in Equation 2.37 instead of data point labels.
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A general distance measure between two categorical vectors fi and fj representing DF
can be defined as:
H
X
d(fi , fj ) =
wh · dh (fih , fjh )
(2.41)
h=1

where wh is the weight for every hth attribute and dh (fih , fjh ) defines the dissimilarity
between values of this attribute. Since fi and fj are vectors representing their respective sets we propose accounting for unequal distributions of attribute values of every
attribute. For every DF Fi and partition Ph we define a significance value Sih according
to:
|Fi |
(2.42)
Sih =
|Cfih | · Kh
where | · | is the cardinality of a set and Cfih is the cluster with label fih in partition
h. A significance value Sih shows the relative amount of co-clustered data points in
the DF i of the partition h with respect to the number of objects with the same label
that are clustered differently assuming that every cluster has equal importance. The
dissimilarity dh between an attribute of two DFs is then defined as:
(
0,
fih = fjh
h
h
dh (fi , fj ) =
(2.43)
1−( K2h −Sih −Sjh ), otherwise
which compares the significance of two DFs with doubled significance of a case when
a DF occupies whole cluster. In general, the more data points a DF shares with a
cluster, the higher the certainty that this DF is a substantial subset of a cluster. As a
result, it ends up in a higher distance with other DFs.
In addition, the proposed dissimilarity considers equal importance of every cluster
within a partition independently of the amount of objects assigned to it effectively
allowing comparing DFs with different amount of objects. We note that dh ∈ [0, 1] and
is symmetric
dh (fih , fjh ) = dh (fjh , fih )
(2.44)
In Equation 2.41 the weights wh are assigned to each attribute h to signify its relative importance. Since the partitions in the ensemble can have different quality level
(local minima partitions or outliers) we employ wh as the degree of agreement of a
particular partition Ph with all the partitions in the ensemble P. For that we define a
distance measure between two partitions of the given ensemble using their respective
connectivity matrices [LDJ07], however, formulated on DFs instead of object labels:

d(P1 , P2 ) =

L
X
i,j

|Mij (P1 ) − Mij (P2 )| × |Fi | × |Fj |

(2.45)
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where Mij (Pi ) is the connectivity matrix on DFs that is defined as:
(
1, ∃Ckh ∈Ph | fih ∈ Ckh and fjh ∈ Ckh
Mij (Ph ) =
0, otherwise

(2.46)

Finally, using Equation 2.45 for every attribute h0 ∈ (1, . . . , H) we define its weight
wh0 as follows:
PH
wh − wh0 0
(2.47)
wh0 = h=1
PH
w
h
h=1
where wh0 0 is calculated as:
wh0 0 =

H
X

d(Ph0 , Ph )

(2.48)

h=1

and

PH

h=1

wh = 1 holds.

As a result, we obtained a dissimilarity measure over DFs (Equation 2.41) that provides
expressive distance between categorical vectors. The proposed dissimilarity measure is
symmetric and non-negative and can be used to construct co-association matrices commonly used in clustering ensembles and create a (dis)similarity matrix that summarizes
richer information than the original one.
To establish a consensus function using dissimilarity measure proposed and solve Problem 2.38 on DFs we employ agglomerative clustering with between-group average linkage [SJ13] on the dissimilarity matrix obtained by applying the proposed dissimilarity
measure to all DFs within the ensemble. We call this consensus function DF-based
Expressive Consensus (DFEC) [Suk+17a]. Generally, the proposed dissimilarity measure can be used with various clustering methods (e.g. EM-based clustering algorithms [PS11]), in order to obtain consensus solution.

2.6.2

Example

In order to better understand the proposed DFEC method we provide an example on
all its building blocks and components. Consider a toy dataset with N =10 that was
clustered H = 3 times by different clustering algorithms. Table 2.5 provides possible
label distribution for this scenario. Table 2.6 demonstrates an example of intermediate
structures obtained from Table 2.5. All three clusterings performed with their distinct
number of clusters: K1 = 3, K2 = 4, K3 = 2. Data fragments table provides an
overview on data fragments discovered as well as their quantity. There are L = 6
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Table 2.5: Three different clustering on N =10 data points
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Clustering 1
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
3

Clustering 2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
4
4

Clustering 3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

Table 2.6: An example of resulting data fragments obtained from three base clusterings
as well as their corresponding terms Cfih
Data Fragments
P1 P2 P3 |Fi |
f1
1
1
1
2
f2
1
2
1
2
f3
2
3
1
1
f4
2
3
2
1
f5
2
4
2
1
f6
3
4
2
3
Kh 3
4
2

fih
1
2
3
4

Term
P1
4
3
3
0

Cfih
P2
2
2
2
4

P3
5
5
0
0

data fragments discovered in the dataset. In the table with term Cfih , the term is
provided for every cluster of each clustering. Note, that for clustering P3 there is only
two non-zero Cfih terms as there are only two available clusters. Table 2.7 provides
significance values defined in Equation 2.42 for every data fragment and clustering.
Finally, Table 2.8 shows two connectivity matrices for partitions P1 and P2 .

2.6.3

Experimental Results

To study the effectiveness of the consensus function based on our proposed dissimilarity measure and compare its performance with the state-of-the-art consensus clustering
methods we conduct numerical simulations using synthetic (artificially generated) data
and experiments using real-world (measurement data) datasets. All datasets are provided with the ground truth (class labels). For numerical simulations and experiments
in order to generate diverse input partitions we use multiple clustering algorithms [SJ13]
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Table 2.7: An example of resulting significance values obtained from Table 2.6 according to Equation 2.42
Significance Matrix
P1
P2
P3
f1 0.167 0.250 0.2
f2 0.167 0.250 0.2
f3 0.111 0.125 0.1
f4 0.111 0.125 0.1
f5 0.111 0.063 0.1
f6 0.333 0.188 0.3

Table 2.8: An example of connectivity matrices for partitions P1 and P2 obtained
according to Equation 2.46
Connectivity matrix M(P1 )
f11 f21 f31 f41 f51 f61
1
f1 1
1
0
0
0
0
1
f2 1
1
0
0
0
0
1
f3 0
0
1
1
1
0
f41 0
0
1
1
1
0
1
f5 0
0
1
1
1
0
f61 0
0
0
0
0
1

Connectivity matrix M(P2 )
f12 f22 f32 f42 f52 f62
2
f1 1
0
0
0
0
0
2
f2 0
1
0
0
0
0
2
f3 0
0
1
1
0
0
f42 0
0
1
1
0
0
2
f5 0
0
0
0
1
1
f62 0
0
0
0
1
1

also varying their parameters: k-means (with random initialization), hierarchical clustering (with random linkage and number of neighbors), affinity propagation [FD07]
(with random damping factor and iterations), BIRCH (with random threshold), DBSCAN (with random eps factor) and mean shift (with random bandwidth). For k-means
and hierarchical clustering the number of clusters provided was chosen randomly on
the uniform interval [2, true cluster count +2]. As a result, every ensemble consists
of ten partitions which are assured to be distinct and different from the ground truth.
Such diversity in input partitions does not allow particular clustering results to dominate and thus helps to evaluate the stability of a consensus clustering approach and see
whether it is capable of providing a novel solution with respect to the input partition.
We chose the cutting threshold for DFEC as well as resulting number of clusters for
other consensus clustering methods according to the true number of clusters.

Table 2.9 provides datatsets descriptions while Figure 2.11 shows the patterns of the
synthetic datasets utilized.
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(a) Petals

(b) Flame

(c) Aggregation

Figure 2.11: Original patterns of synthetic dataset

Table 2.9: Experimental Data Sets
Dataset
petals
flame
two half-rings
aggregation
iris
breast cancer
agaricus lepiota
magic

2.6.3.1

Instances
100
240
373
788
150
698
8123
19019

Dimensions
2
2
2
2
4
9
21
10

Classes
4
2
2
7
3
2
2
2

Numerical simulations

In this numerical simulation, we compare the performance of the proposed
DFEC [Suk+17a] with other DF-based consensus clustering methods: CA-Tree,
F-Agglomerative, F-Furthest and F-LocalSearch using four synthetic datasets:
petals [Kun16], aggregation [GMT07], flame [FM07] and dim32 [FVH06]. In Table 2.11
we report the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) that is widely used for clustering evaluation
and related to the accuracy measure while operating on pairs of elements and adjusted
for chance [HA85]. ARI is defined between two partitions Pa and Pb as:
P ai  P bj  n
−
[
ij
i 2
j 2 ]/ 2
ARI(Pa , Pb ) = 1 P ai  P bj 
P ai  P bj  n
[ i 2
i 2
j 2 ]/ 2
j 2 ]−[
2
P

nij
2



(2.49)

where nij , ai , bj are the values from the contingency table defined in 2.10 where each
entry nij denotes the number of objects in common between Cia and Cjb : nij = |Cia ∩Cib |.
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Table 2.10: Contingency Table
Pa /Pb
C1a
C2a
..
.

C1b
n11
n21
..
.

C2b
n12
n23
..
.

···
···
···
..
.

b
CK
b
n1Kb
n2Kb
..
.

Sums
a1
a2
..
.

a
CK
a
Sums

nKa 1
b1

nKa 2
b2

···
···

nKa Kb
bKb

aKa

Table 2.11: Adjusted Rand Index on synthetic datasets
CA-Tree
F-Agglomerative
F-Furthest
F-Local Search
DFEC

Petals
0.689
0.468
0.429
0.091
0.973

Flame
0.319
0.078
0.458
0.029
0.876

Aggregation
0.649
0.318
0.615
0.040
0.876

Dim32
0.603
0.399
0.149
0.000
0.925

We also provide graphical results for our proposed method DFEC in Figure 2.12 to
demonstrate its ability to establish consensus (note that a figure for dataset dim32 is
not provided since the dimension of the original data is 32).

(a) Petals

(b) Flame

(c) Aggregation

Figure 2.12: Consensus solution using proposed method DFEC

2.6.3.2

Real-world data experiments

In this set of experiments, we use a number of real-world datasets taken from the
UCI repository [Lic13] that are widely used in consensus clustering research, namely
breast cancer, thyroid, wine, wdbc and seeds. In addition to the methods evaluated
in the numerical simulation, we evaluate CSPA, HGPA, MCLA [SG03], CTS, SRS,
ASRS [NG10], HBGF [FB04] and knowledge based (KB) [ZW06] methods. To evaluate
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the quality of the final consensus solution besides ARI we employ two other commonly
used external validity indexes: Impurity Index (IMP) which reflects the amount of
differently labeled points in clusters [GMT07] and Average Entropy (AE) which is
defined similarly to the entropy used in traditional decision tree building [ZZ09]. Note
that for the quality solutions, ARI should be large while IMP and AE should be as low
as possible. We summarize the results of this experiment in Table 2.

Table 2: Evaluation results using real-world data sets (N - original number of data points,
L - number of DFs)

CSPA
HGPA
MCLA
CA-Tree
CTS
SRS
ASRS
HBGF
KB
F-Agg.
F-Fur.
F-Loc.
DFEC

breast cancer

thyroid

wine

wdbc

seeds

(N = 698, L = 81)

(N = 214, L = 16)

(N = 177, L = 21)

(N = 568, L = 131)

(N = 210, L = 22)

ARI
0.017
0.017
0.000
0.477
0.088
0.096
0.127
0.042
-0.006
0.191
0.729
-0.002
0.845

2.6.3.3

IMP
0.967
0.960
0.000
0.388
0.868
0.853
0.776
0.907
0.293
0.637
0.165
0.013
0.040

AE
0.083
0.094
0.000
0.206
0.064
0.105
0.056
0.075
0.051
0.087
0.175
0.016
0.166

ARI
0.155
0.097
0.546
0.281
0.442
0.442
0.578
0.386
0.517
0.273
0.256
0.196
0.601

IMP
0.453
0.439
0.164
0.112
0.206
0.206
0.140
0.243
0.196
0.458
0.336
0.117
0.131

AE
0.902
0.885
0.522
0.325
0.523
0.523
0.394
0.669
0.498
0.606
0.616
0.279
0.371

ARI
0.231
0.304
0.226
0.389
0.285
0.302
0.310
0.261
0.128
0.169
0.294
-0.008
0.367

IMP
0.588
0.492
0.542
0.282
0.463
0.475
0.463
0.554
0.305
0.684
0.418
0.311
0.291

AE
0.647
0.676
0.560
0.619
0.557
0.668
0.534
0.577
0.590
0.312
0.375
0.256
0.412

ARI
0.232
-0.001
0.224
0.490
0.512
0.438
0.519
0.338
0.109
0.264
0.322
0.241
0.594

IMP
0.599
0.746
0.537
0.146
0.264
0.405
0.202
0.484
0.194
0.539
0.431
0.141
0.113

AE
0.414
0.693
0.295
0.260
0.294
0.515
0.142
0.295
0.457
0.150
0.392
0.112
0.254

ARI
0.457
0.262
0.496
0.545
0.633
0.623
0.611
0.520
0.191
0.316
0.485
0.107
0.665

IMP
0.426
0.536
0.281
0.150
0.220
0.239
0.172
0.347
0.307
0.567
0.277
0.124
0.124

AE
0.504
0.711
0.388
0.321
0.357
0.398
0.289
0.421
0.499
0.261
0.354
0.207
0.346

Experiments discussion

Analyzing the evaluation results (Table 2.11 and 2) it can be seen that in most cases
proposed DFEC outperforms other methods in terms of ARI. For some datasets IMP
and AE are not the lowest for DFEC (however comparable with the winning ones). The
main reason for such behavior is the fact that these measures are biased by different
aspects of clustering: IMP considers majority-class points in each cluster, AE focuses
on distribution of all labels in each cluster while ARI is related to classical accuracy
measure. The opposite effect can be observed for F-Furthest, however, the reason
for low ARI for this method is the strong initialization dependence. The superior
performance of the proposed DFEC is achieved thanks to the introduced distance
measure that takes into account the quality of input partitions as well as significance
value for each attribute of DF (Equation 2.42). The results on synthetic datasets
also demonstrate that novel solutions can be found by DFEC. Finally, Table 2 also
confirms that the DF concept allows to significantly decrease the amount of points on
which aggregation is performed (L is much lower than N ) allowing for larger datasets.
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Non-negative Matrix Factorization-based consensus

To address consensus clustering interpretation problem as well as to allow it to scale
to large data sets, we propose a clustering ensemble framework that allows us to accurately combine multiple input clusterings while providing descriptive results interpretation. We formulate a clustering ensemble problem as a Binary Matrix Factorization
(BMF) [Zha+07] and efficiently solve it by means of a recursive rank-one binary matrix
approximation based on the Alternating Iterative Heuristics algorithm [KG03] and introducing an effective initialization strategy. Besides providing an accurate and stable
consensus solution, the proposed framework requires no information about the target number or size of clusters that offers intuitive result treatment and is suited for
large-scale datasets and high amount of ensemble members.

2.8

Consensus clustering as binary matrix factorization

To account for the drawbacks of the object co-occurrence- and median partition-based
problem formulation we formulate the clustering ensemble problem as a Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) [LS99] problem where the label matrix Y is factorized
into a membership matrix M and a pattern matrix Q as
Y ≈ MQ> ,

Y, M, Q > 0

(2.50)

to minimize the approximation error that is the squared Frobenius norm [Li05] of the
residual:
2
argmin Y − MQ> F
(2.51)
M,Q

The main issue with NMF on the Y matrix is that Y is formed from categorical data
vectors since every partition within the ensemble represents a symbolic assignment of
a point to a cluster.
To account for that, we transform Y to a matrix of indicator variables (also known as
one-hot or dummy encoding) as:
(
1, i ∈ Kh
δi∈Kh =
(2.52)
0, otherwise
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PH

and, as a result, obtaining Yb ∈ {0, 1}N × h=1 Kh that represents every partition Ph as
P
a binary matrix of size N × Kh . For further convenience we define T = H
h=1 Kh .
Due to the nature of Yb the problem transforms to the Binary Matrix Factorization
(BMF) [Zha+07] problem where Yb is decomposed to a consensus membership matrix
M and a matrix of consensus representations Q that both have an additional constraint
to be binary. The constraint comes from the fact that the consensus clustering solution
has to be crisp (i.e. a non-overlapping solution) and provide interpretable results to
be able to evaluate the consensus quality. According to the described transformations,
Problem 2.51 is now reformulated to a BMF as
argmin Yb − Mb Q>
b
Mb ,Qb

2
F

(2.53)

where Mb ∈ {0, 1}N ×K and Qb ∈ {0, 1}T ×K are restricted to be binary. Matrix Mb
consists of presence vectors specifying the consensus clustering membership of every
object xi while Qb contains dominant binary patterns of Yb that can be interpreted as
centroids in the ensemble label space. An additional property of BMF that we would
like to achieve is based on the fact that the target number of clusters is an unknown
value and we have to induce it based on the ensemble structure. For this we impose a
constraint on matrix Qb of being able to reconstruct Yb with a desired error ε providing
a minimum number of centroids K:
∀yi ∈ Y ∃qk : ||yi − qk ||22 ≤ ε, k = {1, . . . , K}

(2.54)

The error ε implicitly controls the target number of clusters K. Note that the error ε
and the resulting number of clusters K are directly linked to ensemble diversity.
To preserve the discrete properties of the data, an efficient and elegant solution for
BMF can be found by solving a rank-one binary matrix approximation [SJY09] that
searches for two binary vectors mb and qb whose outer product provides the minimum
distance (that is the Hamming distance for binary vectors) from the matrix to factorize:
min Yb −

mb ,qb

2
mb q>
b F

= min

mb ,qb

N,T
X

|(Yb − mb q>
b )n,t |

(2.55)

n,t=1

Since the rank-one binary matrix approximation minimizes the number of nonzero elements in the residual matrix it provides a useful framework to implicitly assess the
quality of the consensus solution. When having such a setting there is the possibility to
solve BMF iteratively (for K = 1) without specifying the number of clusters but relying
on the aggregation of those solutions providing an error ε that would determine the
optimal number of centroids. All the data objects then would be centered around their
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respective centroid that provides the minimum distance with each of them. Unfortunately, it was shown that Problem 2.55 is NP-hard [SJY09] and that only approximate
solutions might be reasonably found. For that several algorithm were proposed [SWS14;
Li05], some of them with guaranteed approximation error bound [SJY09; Lu+]. However, many of them require high computational resources and deliver difficulties for
high N that is common for current practical clustering tasks. Moreover, since we allow
any number of ensemble members with an arbitrary number of clusters the number of
columns of the matrix Yb can impose computational challenge as well.
To overcome this limitation, we consider the alternating iterative heuristic algorithm [KG03] that performs a non-orthogonal binary matrix factorization. The idea
of alternating iterative heuristic is to recursively grow a tree by employing a rank-one
binary matrix approximation that splits the matrix in each node into two sub-matrices
Yb1 and Yb0 based on their distance to a dominant pattern as
(
Yb1 , if mb (i) = 1
Yb (i) =
(2.56)
Yb0 , otherwise
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and where Yb (i) denotes the ith row of matrix Yb . On the following
iteration a rank-one approximation is found for Yb0 . At the same time, matrix Yb1 and
its respective pattern vector qb are controlled to meet the stopping criteria, otherwise
the recursive procedure is continued similarly to Yb0 . The splitting is stopped when
the distance becomes less than the prescribed bound ε.
Alternating iterative heuristic is able to handle large N and H in nearly linear time
making it attractive for large scale applications [KG03].
The downside of the alternating iterative heuristic is the fact that it finds only local
patterns thus being able to provide a locally optimal solution only. Additionally, to improve local approximation, an efficient initialization mechanism is to be employed. For
that we propose to choose an initialization based on the maximum count of repetitive
vectors in Y. Such vectors known as data fragments [Suk+17a] constitute stable groups
of objects in the label space across all clusterings and serve as centroid candidates. The
motivation behind choosing data fragments with the largest cardinality as initialization vectors comes from Lemma 2. Based on that, it is expected that prominent stable
groups of points appear to be resulting pattern vectors (or their variants).
Figure 2.13 provides an example of decomposition of a binary matrix using alternating
iterative heuristic implementation Proximus [KG03]. According to that, a rank-one
approximation is computed iteratively for the original matrix and further for submatrices.
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Figure 2.13: An example of decomposition of a binary matrix using alternating iterative
heuristic implementation Proximus [KG03]

Based on Figure 2.6 the BMF on matrix Y solved by rank-one binary matrix approximation provides the following membership and centroid matrices Mb and Qb ,
respectively (for convenience we converted Qb back to label representations using inverse one-hot encoding, and defined it as Qcat ). Additionally, we colored elements of
matrix Mb according to colors of objects in Figure 2.6.


>
111112222
4 4 1 1 2 2 2 3 3



Y=
1 1 1 3 3 3 2 2 2
1 2 2 2 1 3 3 4 4
331322211


>
111100000
Mb = 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
000000011

Qcat



14123
= 2 2 3 3 2
23241

Three clusters with their respective centroids are identified. Using matrix Mb it is
possible to find out which object belongs to which centroid and perform further quality
analysis. According to the proposed initialization strategy, vector y8 or y9 would be
chosen to start the decomposition since their respective data fragment shows the largest
cardinality.
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Experimental Results

In this Section, we evaluate the properties and the performance of the proposed BMFbased consensus function that employs Alternating Iterative Heuristic [KG03] (we call
it BMFC [SDZ18] in the sequel) and compare it with other state-of-the-art consensus
functions. In all numerical simulations and experiments we generate ensembles that
consist of H = 12 partitions. The way these partitions were generated is described in
every subsection individually. The synthetic (artificially generated) cone torus, checker
board, halfring, boat, petals, aggregation and real-world (measurement data) ionosphere,
thyroid, wine, glass, wisconsin datasets that we use in the numerical simulations and
the experiments are obtained from [Kun16] and UCI repository [Lic13], respectively and
are commonly used in clustering research. In addition, we use a recent dataset tiselac
provided by the ECML-PKDD 2017 TiSeLaC challenge [Ien+17]. For every dataset
the ground truth labels are available and the number of clusters Kt is known. We
analyze experimental results for all numerical simulations and experiments in Section
2.8.1.4.

2.8.1.1

Effect of error ε on number of clusters

Number of clusters

In the first numerical simulation, we study the effect of the error ε on the number
of clusters of the consensus solution. For that we apply BMFC on synthetic datasets
while varying the normalized error εn in the interval [0, 1] and report the number of
clusters on the solution on Figure 3.3. The normalized error εn is defined as d Tε e.
To generate ensemble partitions we standardize the data and run four instances of
k-means, BIRCH [ZRL96] and mini-batch k-means [Scu10] each. For every clustering
instance the target number of clusters is drawn uniformly from the interval [max(2, Kt −
2), Kt + 2], for BIRCH the values for the branching factor and the subcluster threshold
are drawn uniformly from the interval [40, 60] and [0.35, 0.65] correspondingly. For
mini-batch k-means the batch size is dN × 10−3 + 1e.
cone torus
checker board
halfring

40

boat
petals
aggregation

20
0.2

0.4

0.6

Normalized error

0.8

1.0

Figure 2.14: Number of clusters K with its standard deviation for BMFC for various
values of normalized error ε over clustered partitions
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Figure 2.15: ARI with its standard deviation on four synthetic datasets for several
consensus functions over noisy partitions

2.8.1.2

Effect of ensemble quality on the performance of BMFC

In this numerical simulation, to understand how ensemble quality affects the performance of the proposed BMFC [SDZ18] we apply random noise that follows a Bernoulli
distribution with probability p. The noise is applied to each object label so that the
label is flipped to a random cluster label with equal probability q = Ktp−1 . In addition,
we perform random permutations of resulting labels with uniform probability. We
vary the probability of noise p in the interval [0.05, 0.5] with step size 0.05 and report
the average over 100 Monte Carlo iterations Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [HA85] (Figure 2.15) for BMFC and four other state-of-the-art consensus functions CTS [NG10],
Knowledege Based (KB) [ZW06], CSPA [SG03], CAtree [Wan11] (we evaluate here only
four methods in order not to overload the plots). ARI shows the similarity between
resulting clustering and the ground truth labels providing 1.0 when they are identical
independently on the cluster symbolic labels. For BMFC we set ε = 0.9, for the other
methods we set the target cluster number K = Kt .

2.8.1.3

Performance on synthetic and real datasets

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of the BMFC [SDZ18] and the other
state-of-the-art methods both on synthetic and real-world datasets. In addition to
methods evaluated in the previous numerical simulation, we evaluate HBGF [FB04],
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HGPA, MCLA [SG03], SRC and ASRS [NG10]. The parameters for BMFC and other
methods are set as in the previous numerical simulation. The ensemble partitions are
generated as in the first numerical simulation. The results for BMFC, HBGF, CAtree,
HGPA and MCLA averaged over 100 Monte Carlo iterations provide ARI with their
standard deviation in Table 2.13.
Table 2.13: ARI with its standard deviation on real-world and synthetic data sets for
BMFC, HBGF, CAtree, HGPA and MCLA

ionosphere
thyroid
wine
glass
wisconsin
boat
petals
aggregation
cone torus
checker board
halfring

BMFC
0.21 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.04
0.80 ± 0.07
0.26 ± 0.03
0.89 ± 0.04
0.44 ± 0.05
0.95 ± 0.11
0.83 ± 0.06
0.37 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.08
0.58 ± 0.06

HBGF
0.18 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.13
0.81 ± 0.04
0.19 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.03
0.41 ± 0.01
0.91 ± 0.13
0.74 ± 0.04
0.35 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.09
0.54 ± 0.02

CAtree
0.16 ± 0.05
0.11 ± 0.04
0.74 ± 0.17
0.15 ± 0.03
0.84 ± 0.03
0.35 ± 0.06
0.91 ± 0.10
0.65 ± 0.06
0.35 ± 0.04
0.06 ± 0.04
0.34 ± 0.12

HGPA
0.02 ± 0.02
0.05 ± 0.03
0.40 ± 0.24
0.14 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.01
0.33 ± 0.16
0.85 ± 0.20
0.51 ± 0.13
0.18 ± 0.10
0.13 ± 0.10
0.04 ± 0.01

MCLA
0.17 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.10
0.79 ± 0.04
0.18 ± 0.04
0.87 ± 0.01
0.43 ± 0.05
0.96 ± 0.03
0.72 ± 0.04
0.35 ± 0.04
0.09 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.10

Similarly, the results for CSPA, KB, CTS, SRS and ASRS are summarized in Table 2.14.
Table 2.14: ARI with its standard deviation on real-world and synthetic data sets for
CSPA, KB, CTS, SRS and ASRS

ionosphere
thyroid
wine
glass
wisconsin
boat
petals
aggregation
cone torus
checker board
halfring

CSPA
0.17 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.09
0.79 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.03
0.47 ± 0.01
0.45 ± 0.11
0.97 ± 0.08
0.55 ± 0.01
0.37 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.10
0.25 ± 0.01

KB
0.03 ± 0.06
0.12 ± 0.05
0.17 ± 0.19
0.08 ± 0.05
0.12 ± 0.10
0.14 ± 0.13
0.21 ± 0.20
0.29 ± 0.19
0.15 ± 0.13
0.08 ± 0.05
0.24 ± 0.22

CTS
0.18 ± 0.08
0.23 ± 0.01
0.81 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.03
0.41 ± 0.04
0.89 ± 0.13
0.80 ± 0.06
0.37 ± 0.04
0.14 ± 0.07
0.56 ± 0.03

SRS
0.18 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.03
0.79 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.02
0.87 ± 0.03
0.40 ± 0.03
0.95 ± 0.07
0.79 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.06
0.13 ± 0.06
0.58 ± 0.07

ASRS
0.17 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.10
0.24 ± 0.02
0.85 ± 0.02
0.43 ± 0.06
0.92 ± 0.10
0.81 ± 0.08
0.37 ± 0.06
0.15 ± 0.09
0.56 ± 0.03

In Table 2.15 we report ARI and Impurity Index (IMP) [GMT07] for dataset tiselac
for BMFC, HBGF, CAtree, HGPA, MCLA. IMP indicates the number of differently
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labeled objects in clusters and equals 0.0 for pure clusters in the resulting partition.
Because of the large size of tiselac dataset (N = 81715) several methods that rely on
the object co-occurrence matrix failed during execution due to the lack of memory (for
evaluation we used a working station with 48GB RAM). Additionally, for this dataset
we report average execution time.
Table 2.15: Evaluation results on tiselac dataset

ARI
IMP
Time, s

2.8.1.4

BMFC
0.35 ± 0.02
0.43 ± 0.03
2.1

HBGF
0.32 ± 0.01
0.48 ± 0.02
24.8

CAtree
0.31 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.03
23.2

HGPA
0.13 ± 0.09
0.46 ± 0.31
35.7

MCLA
0.29 ± 0.03
0.50 ± 0.06
24.1

Experiments discussion

By analyzing the evaluation results we observe that the proposed BMFC demonstrates
high operational characteristics. Figure 2.14 confirms the expected behavior of BMFC
with different allowable error bounds showing that for large errors the number of discovered clusters is decreasing. This provides a useful mechanism to affect the number
of clusters of the final solution when it is required. Figure 2.15 indicates that BMFC as
well as the other methods are sensitive to the ensemble quality, however, for moderate
noise level, BMFC demonstrates resistance to noise and provides acceptable results.
From the all three experiments we observe that the proposed BMFC along with providing high operational performance yields low variance. This property indicates the
proper choice of the proposed initialization technique that is able to bring the algorithm
to the representative objects as it starts. An interesting observation on BMFC can be
also done from Tables 2.14 and 2.15. While showing good results in terms of ARI
on commonly used real-world and synthetic datasets, on large datasets tiselac BMFC
clearly outperforms other methods both with respect to solution quality and execution time. This shows the potential of the proposed BMFC to be used on large-scale
consensus clustering problems without performance degradation.

2.9

Summary

In this part of the thesis, we proposed two novel consenus clustering approaches that
allow to efficiently combine multiple clustering solutions to obtain a single one. As
the result, the consensus solution is more accurate and stable than any of the given
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clustering solutions. By employing data fragment concept we developed a dissimilarity
measure between these structures as well as proposed a distance measure between clustering solutions. This resulted into a novel conensus clustering framework for large scale
problems. Additionally, we developed a binary matrix factorization-based consensus
clustering method that by factorizing the label matrix allows to obtain interpretable
consensus results. Be employing a recursive rank-one binary matrix factorization algorithm we adopted the framework to large datasets as well.
Simulation results for both methods demonstrated applicability of both proposed methods to wide range of clustering problems demonstrating more accurate final clusterings
than other state-of-the-art consensus clustering methods. Particularly, the proposed
approaches can be used to combine multiple weak clustering of a high dimensional large
scale dataset.
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Data fusion from multiple heterogeneous sources is a typical task for many multisensor applications including remote sensing classification problems. These challenges
gained considerable importance due to the ability to collect and process large data
volumes from a wide range of sensor types. Remote sensing the earth based on a
multitude of different sensor technologies provides the means of measuring the earth
in all its different facets going from visual over spectral and temporal characteristics
to topological information like height [Suk+17b]. Through the past several years, the
spatial resolution of all these sensors keeps improving dramatically providing an opportunity for precise land use and land cover classification of urban areas, detection of
objects on Earth, identification of anomalies such as oil spillage, and others [Yok+18;
MDH14; Xu+19]. Despite these sensor-level improvements, multisensor-based classification is still a very challenging task in which data fusion approaches take a prominent
role [Tui+17]. The huge volume and high diversity of sensors that are used to acquire
data impose severe limitations on building reliable classification systems: classification models (even the very complex ones) are often not able to embrace all ambiguous
aspects of heterogeneous data [Kha+13; Jos+16]. Particularly, in remote sensing multisensor classification scenarios the data is usually acquired from satellite or airborne
sensors providing a vast amount of highly dimensional dense data ranging from RGB
to hyperspectral or LiDAR images [Deb+14; Suk+18a]. One of the biggest challenges
arising in such applications is the way to fuse all the heterogeneous inputs in order
to obtain the best possible classification results [Tui+17]. Unfortunately, besides the
multidimensional nature of such heterogeneous data it is usually prone to have many
outliers due to sensor failures or imperfections, heavy noise resulting from e.g. atmospheric effects, and often severe class imbalance due to high costs of the data labeling
procedure or different class priors [Yok+18].
Recently, traditional data fusion and classification approaches such as SVM [CV95],
Random Forests [Bre01] and different ensemble methods [MDH14] are being replaced
by more sophisticated architectures of Neural Networks allowing to consider various
aspects of multimodal data [Qin+19; Xu+19]. This, however, often imposes limitations
on the amount of data required to train such systems while providing the significant
potential of increasing classification performance.
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One of the major remote sensing data fusion problems that are of interest nowadays
is Local Climate Zones (LCZs) classification [Suk+17b; Yok+18]. LCZs classification
task has been recently emerged as an important task for the remote sensing community
and brought a variety of challenges in order to automate this process to be applied
to urban sites all over the world. Continuous climate change and rapid population
growth require an accurate, reliable, and generic automatic LCZ classification system
in order to facilitate climate and landscape ecology studies, land use planning, weather
forecasting, agricultural budgeting, and other activities relying on the precise land
use information. LCZs were established as a standardized way to classify land use of
rural and urban areas encompassing 17 classes that are meant to cover all possible
landscapes on the globe. Formally, LCZ is defined as “a region of uniform surface
cover, structure, material, and human activity that spans hundreds of meters to several
kilometers on a horizontal scale [SO12]. Through the past few years, numerous studies
on urban climatology acknowledged LCZ as a standardized means of describing the
surface structure and land cover and proposed systems to create LCZ maps of various
regions and cites [WZX15].
Another important data fusion challenge being addressed by the remote sensing community is land-use and land cover classification [Xu+19; Suk+18a; SDZ19]. The goal of
this challenge is to automatically establish class labels that describe physical properties
of land type or the way land area is used (e.g., water, earth, roads, residential area,
etc.) [Zha+20; Den+19]. Formally, land cover data represents the amount of area that
is covered by particular surfaces including different vegetation types and wetlands while
land-use data provides information on how these areas are utilized [Chu20]. Such information is crucial for urbanization purposes to assess area development decisions and
understand the possible effects of changes planned to implement [Xu+19]. It can significantly assist with the assessment of urban growth, help to understand human impact
on nature as well as the influence of natural phenomena like floods or storms [Ton+20].
In the work on hyperspectral image classification [MDH14], Multiple classifier systems
(MCS) were addressed from the bias-variance decomposition point of view and considered to be a crucial part of the general remote sensing classification framework that
significantly affects its performance. Traditionally, the success of MCS is determined
by two main aspects: the level of ensemble diversity and ensemble combination strategy [Kun02; Tul+08]. Classifier ensemble diversity has been extensively studied in the
past giving the birth of powerful classifiers such as Random Forests [Bre01], Gradient
Boosting Machines [Fri00] and others [WGC14]. Ensemble combination strategies that
define the way the classifiers’ outputs get aggregated received minor attention and has
not been frequently considered in remote sensing classification scenarios. In particular, for LCZs classification problems, only the functions that exploit voting or score
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averaging methodology (majority voting or averaging of confidence scores) were utilized [Kun02] providing decent average performance, though, being not able to capture
various aspects of the problem such as class imbalances or issues with individual classifiers such as low recognition rate in a particular region of the feature space [WGC14].
In this thesis, we consider a dynamic selection (DS) framework to select and fuse competent classifiers of MCS. For this, we propose a competence estimation and selection
method to improve the performance of the data fusion system, especially under class
imbalance. We evaluate the method with synthetic and real datasets, demonstrating
the applicability of the proposed framework.

3.1

Data fusion techniques overview

Data fusion techniques have been widely utilized in multisensor environments in order
to fuse and aggregate data coming from different sources [MDH14]. It is often employed
to provide more consistent and accurate output information than that provided by any
single source. Data fusion techniques can be categorized into three groups: raw data
level fusion that combines several sources of raw data, a feature-level fusion that joins
meaningful features extracted from raw data, and decision level fusion that aggregates
decision of individual systems [Cas13; Fau09]. The most common and intuitive way to
solve the data fusion problems of all levels is to employ a classifier [Suk+17b; MDH14].
By concatenating multiple sensor data (or their related features) into a single data set
or combining decisions of single source-related classifiers into finals solutions it possible
to accurately solve data fusion tasks.
MCS [WGC14] have received significant attention also due to their ability to be a
suitable framework for data fusion problems and proved to be more robust to data
imperfections as well as to model hyperparameters, often being more accurate than a
single classifier [Bre96]. MCS-based data fusion methods [MDH14] provide a natural
way of solving heterogeneous multisensor classification problems by training a set of
classifiers, each on their own data source (capturing various aspects of it) and then
fusing the outputs of resulting classifiers. Solving data fusion tasks on the decision
level has multiple advantages: it allows to build and then combine several simple
models each responsible for its own data source rather than building a single complex
model that tries to embrace all the input dimensions and that might be very difficult
to train (many parameters to optimize with insufficient data); it provides the ability
to change one of the sources (e.g. due to sensor replacement) and retraining only the
model that is responsible for that data source [Fau09; MDH14].
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For remote sensing classification problems, it is typical to have a large number of data
samples as well as high a dimensional feature space. Hyperspectral, multispectral, LiDAR, and other data types (e.g. crowd-sourced auxiliary site information) used in remote sensing problems usually exhibit a significant amount of dimensions (often correlated), contain noise and outliers [SO12]. All these factors bring substantial difficulties
for building classification systems including ones that utilize MCS paradigm [Chu20].
The typical MCS-based approaches that are being used currently in remote sensing
classification problems is to separately train a set of heterogeneous classifiers and then
combine them using one of the non-trainable fusion functions.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel ensemble combination framework based on a dynamic classifier selection strategy. We propose a combination function for improving
the overall performance of MCS, especially, in the presence of class imbalance problem [Suk+18b] that is typical for remote sensing applications. We extensively study
the most widely used combiners, pointing at their limitations and constraints. The
important outcome of our study is that the choice of a proper ensemble combination
method is able to provide a significant increase in the overall performance for the remote sensing problems, particularly for LCZs and land cover classification tasks. This,
in turn, can be extended to other general remote sensing classification scenarios.

3.2

Multiple classifier systems

In this section, we introduce the concept of MCS considering its two main aspects:
ensemble generation and combination. Then we focus on the combination functions
discussing their applicability to remote sensing classification scenarios.
Consider a classification problem where {(xi , yi )}, i = 1, ..., N is the set of N objects,
xi ∈ Rd is a feature vector produced by concatenation of vectors of lower dimensions
P
[x1i , x2i , . . . , xTi ] each representing one out of T heterogeneous data sources (d = Tt=1 dt )
and yi ∈ Ω = {ω1 , ω2 . . . , ωL } is a corresponding label (or class). In remote sensing
applications such as land use classification, the objects are usually the multidimensional points on a 2d grid while feature vectors might be raw reflectance values over
hyperspectral/multispectral/visible bands, multispectral LiDAR data or higher level
features. Let ψ be a classifier
ψ:x→Ω
(3.1)
that produces a vector of discriminant functions s(x) = [s1 (x), s2 (x), . . . , sL (x)]. The
value of sl (x), l ∈ {1, . . . , L} is a support given by the classifier for the fact of x
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belonging to class ωl known also as certainty score or for some classifiers an estimate
of posterior probability P (ωl |x). Without loss of generality we assume sl (x) ≥ 0 and
PL
l=1 sl (x) = 1. Classification is then performed according to the max rule
ψ(x) = ωl = argmax sl (x).

(3.2)

l∈{1,...,L}

Let a pool (ensemble) of T classifiers be given as A = {a1 , . . . , aT } where every classifier
is trained on its own feature subspace Rdt . The fusion of classifiers’ decisions in the
pool A is given by a combination function F as:
f (x) = F(s1 (x), s2 (x), . . . , sT (x))

(3.3)

where st , t ∈ {1, . . . , T } is the vector of discriminant functions produced by the classifier
t. For the majority voting, which is the most frequently used combination function, it
has been shown to appear as Bayes optimal (i.e. providing zero error rate for infinite
ensemble cardinality) when all ensemble members make independent errors and have
above random classification rate [Kun02]. It is known that for a binary classification
problem under the normal distribution of confidence scores the classification error of
an ensemble with averaging of confidence scores as combination function is [Kun02]:
√

T (0.5 − p)
a
Perror = Φ
(3.4)
σ
with mean p (that is the probability of correct classification) and variance σ 2 , where Φ
is the standard normal cumulative [Zou+18].

3.2.1

Ensemble generation

Ensemble generation plays a crucial role in the overall performance of MCS. The major
requirements for ensemble members in a MCS are diversity and accuracy [Hud+13].
While intuition behind accuracy is apparent, the motivation for diversity comes from
the requirement for classifiers to make different errors (otherwise in case of the same
errors there is no gain possible while combination) [Cho+15; RR20]. Generally, diversity can be achieved in several ways: various training samples or feature sets (bagging
and subspace methods, correspondingly) [Suk+18b; Suk+15], various classifier models or parameters of the same models (including architectures and initialization) and
many others [Cho+16]. To guide the ensemble generation mechanisms there are several
measures of diversity including entropy measure, Kohavi-Wolpert Variance, Measure
of difficulty, etc. [Hud+13; Cho+16]. In the remote sensing classification research,
traditionally, diversity is usually achieved by utilizing a set of diverse learning models [Ngu+20]. Normally, this option is dictated by the lack of labeled training data and
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extremely high dimensionality of feature space making bagging and subspace methods
unpractical. To be aligned with the current practice, in this thesis, we consider diverse
learning models as an ensemble generation method.

3.2.2

Ensemble selection and combination

The function used to select and combine ensemble members is another extremely important component of MCS. Combination functions (also known as aggregation functions)
fuse the outputs obtained by ensemble members according to a predefined operator
that is performed on the class labels (e.g. majority voting scheme) or scores provided
by every classifier for each class. In this thesis, we consider combination functions operation directly on scores instead of the class labels to encompass generic mathematical
treatment of classifier combination problem. In general, class labels can be considered
as binarized scores.
Selection of classifiers might be done independently from a combination or be a part
of the fusion function. The goal of selection is to either select the most diverse and
accurate classifiers and then perform aggregation only on them or perform dynamic
selection based on the input object xi . The wide two classes of combination functions
are non-trainable and trainable combiners.

3.2.2.1

Non-trainable

Non-trainable combiners are the most popular combiners due to their simplicity spanning several of combination techniques. In this thesis, we consider generalized mean
as a general non-trainable combination scheme that is formulated as:

µl (x, α) =

1

α
T
1X
α
st,l (x)
T t=1

(3.5)

where st,l is the support given for class ωl by classifier t and µl (x, α) is the overall
support of class ωl . The choice of α results into different combination rules. For
α → inf we obtain the maximum rule, for α → − inf we obtain minimum rule and
for α → 1 we obtain the mean rule. Mean rule is considered to be the most common
combination technique in MCS including remote sensing scenarios. In this strategy,
the support for each class is obtained as the average of all classifiers j th output. Note
should be taken that the mean rule is equivalent to the sum rule only differencing by
a normalization factor T1 .
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The reason for wide utilization of the mean rule is the simplicity of this fusion function
that yields low chance of overfitting [Kun02]. On the other hand, it has several substantial drawbacks: in this scheme all base classifiers (including poor and correlated
ones) are considered and treated equally that might result in the poor overall performance. Moreover, for binary classification problem the overall ensemble error (under
the Gaussianity assumption of scores distribution) is
√

T (0.5 − p)
m,n
(3.6)
Pe = Φ
σ
√
that is different to a single classifier error by the factor of T in the error function.
Obviously, the more the number of classifier are in the pool, the lower the overall error
(that theoretically might go even to zero). On the other hand, practically, it is hard to
obtain independent classifiers since all of them are usually utilizing the same training
dataset that limits diversity.

3.2.2.2

Oracle

Oracle [Kun02] is an important abstract fusion model that picks the classifier (if it
exists) that outputs the correct class. In the literature, it is usually regarded as the
possible upper bound for the performance of a pool of classifiers [CSC18b]. For Oracle
the classification error for normal distribution of scores for two-class problem is:
T

0.5 − p
o,n
(3.7)
Pe = Φ
σ
that is significantly lower comparing to any other fusion techniques. Obviously, this
setting seems unrealistic since there is no knowledge in advance which ensemble member
makes correct classification on which data point. On the other hand, Oracle provides
useful concept to obtain an upper limit performance for a set of classifiers. The Oracle
performance is usually regarded as a possible upper-bound for MCS and represents the
perfect DS scheme.

3.2.2.3

Dynamic classifier and ensemble selection

One of the most crucial aspects when solving data fusion problems by MCS is the combination function that defines the way the classifiers’ outputs get aggregated [Kun02;
Tul+08]. Functions that exploit voting or score averaging methodology usually provide decent average performance though are not able to capture various aspects of the
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problem such as class imbalances [Suk+18b] or issues with individual classifiers such
as low recognition rate in a particular region of the feature space.
Dynamic Selection (DS) [CSC18a] techniques appeared in MCS as a way to address the
problem of varying classifier performance with regards to particular regions of feature
space. DS is considered to be one of the most promising MCS selection and combination techniques. Motivated by the Oracle, dynamic classifier selection methods pick a
classifier (or multiple classifiers from the pool in case of dynamic ensemble selection)
based on the region of competence for every object xi to classify. For that, the competence of every classifier within the ensemble is estimated for a set of predefined regions.
The classifiers that are competent in the region to which the object to classify belongs
to are selected to be further combined. Classifier competence estimation in DS techniques plays a crucial role and in the case of poor estimation might result in the adverse
selection of classifiers leading to non-optimal performance of the overall MCS [Gal+12].
One of the reasons for that issue is the fact that in many DS methods the classifier
performance in local regions is estimated disregarding the class distributions. This aspect becomes critical when the data is highly imbalanced (the distribution of classes is
heavily skewed towards some of them [Gal+12]) that is typical especially in many data
fusion remote sensing scenarios [Deb+14]. Figure 3.1 shows a typical data fusion flow
in the generalization phase. According to Figure 3.1, the dynamic selection mechanism

x
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Pool of
classifiers ꓮ’:
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Decision
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic selection flow

picks classifiers from the pool A according to their local performance that is typically
estimated during the validation process. After that, selected classifiers are combined
according to a particular rule outputting the final classification decision.
DS involves three major steps:
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 region of competence definition - the way of defining the local region around
the object xi to classify. Formally, the feature space Rd is divided into K nonoverlapping regions R = {R1 , R2 , . . . , RK }. Figure 3.2 depicts an example of
such regions in a 2d feature space where the space is divided into 7 regions;
 local competence estimation - a procedure of estimating the level of competence
of each classifier in all regions R;
 selection mechanism - the method that selects classifiers based on their local
competence level and combines them together.

R3

R2

R1

R4

x
R7

R6

R5

Figure 3.2: Local regions in a feature space for dynamic selection

Depending on the DS mechanism the error of a DS-based combiner PeDS might vary
significantly achieving the error of Oracle Peo in case of the perfectly established region
of competence and precisely estimated performance of each ensemble member in these
regions. However, due to the extremely high dimensional nature of remote sensing data
establishing a meaningful region of competence is a non-trivial task. Additionally, due
to severe class imbalance, presence of noise, and outliers it is often a challenge to
accurately estimate the competence of each classifier in a pool for every region that
the feature space is split into.

3.3

Dynamic ensemble selection scheme for Data
Fusion

In this section, we introduce our proposed DS-based MCS fusion method that consists
of a classifier competence level estimation and a selection technique. Based on the
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competence level of each region the classifier selection and combination processes are
performed. In the following, we detail the steps of the proposed method.
Consider the optimal Bayes classifier and let P (x|ωl ) be the conditional pdf of x belonging to class ωl that has the prior probability P (ωl ). For the optimal Bayes classifier
it is known that the probability of correct classification is
Pcorrect =

L Z
X
l=1

P (x|ωl )P (ωl )dx

(3.8)

Rl

and reaching its maximum when the decision regions Rl are established to maximize
the integrands. In real applications the estimation of class posteriors is a challenging
task often leading to classifiers with non-Bayesian decision regions. Given an ensemble
of classifiers A, let R be a set of regions spanning the original feature space Rd and let
Σ map each object x to its corresponding region Rk :
Σ : x → Rk .

(3.9)

Let the classifier at be competent for the region Rk . The classifier decision is then
considered in the combination function F if Σ(x) = Rk . Denote P (at |Rk ) as the
probability of correct classification by at in region Rk and at,k the classifier responsible
(possessing enough competence to be used for classification) for region Rk . Then the
overall probability of correct classification is:
Pcorrect =

K
X

P (Rk )P (at,k |Rk )

(3.10)

k=1

where P (Rk ) is the probability that an object x appears in region Rk . In order to
maximize Pcorrect the classifier at has to be assigned to be competent in region Rk so
that
P (at,k |Rk ) ≥ P (at0 |Rk ), ∀t0 = 1, . . . , T
(3.11)
and ties are broken randomly. In the end, we get:
∗

Pcorrect ≥ P (a ) =

K
X

P (Rk )P (a∗ |Rk )

(3.12)

k=1

where a∗ is the classifier with the highest average accuracy among all classifiers in the
ensemble A over the feature space Rd .
By imposing the assumption for decision level data fusion that every ensemble member
is established by training a classifier on a feature subset Rdt a classifier at is then responsible for its individual feature subspace Rdt . The condition (Eq. (3.12)) to maximize
Pcorrect remains the same except the region of competence Rk that becomes Rtk .
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To achieve optimal classification performance according to Eq. (3.12) it is necessary to
know the probability of correct classification of every classifier in its region. Since this
is typically not available, the only possibility to approximate behavior in Eq. (3.12) and
maximize average accuracy for the ensemble is by accurately estimating competence
of every classifier at in its feature space Rdt . In the sequel, we introduce a classifier
competence estimation and selection scheme.
The concept of combining classifiers each trained on its subspace Rdt is similar to
Random Forests [Bre01] though the main difference of our approach is that we combine classifiers using DS scheme while Random Forests employs majority voting that
considers all ensemble members equally.

3.3.1

Classifier competence estimation and selection

Let the feature space Rdt be partitioned into tK regions {Rt1 , Rt2 , . . . , RtK }. In every
region the competence of a classifier at for the object x ∈ Rtk , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tK } is
to be estimated. For that, we propose to calculate the weights for every class l ∈ L
according to their class distributions:
 X
−1
L
1
wl = Nl
Nj
j=1

(3.13)

where Nl is the number of samples belonging to class l in the dataset. According to
Eq. (3.13) classes that have larger sampling support get smaller weight.
To estimate the competence level of classifiers, the class-specific accuracy, i.e. the
accuracy of the class that classifier at is predicting correctly for in Rtk is estimated
according to
P
xi ∈ωl P (ωl |xi , at )
P̂ωl (at |Rtk ) = PM
(3.14)
P
(ω
|x
,
a
)
l
i
t
i=1
where M is the number of data points belonging to class ωl in the region Rtk .
On the prediction stage the activation indicator Itl for classifier at for each class ωl is
defined as:
(
1, if P̂ωl (at |Rtk ) − 0.5wl > 0
Itl =
(3.15)
0, otherwise
where 0.5 is the probability of correct classification of a binary random classifier. It
was shown earlier that the performance of a random classifier (the one that draws a
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class label from uniform distribution) provides a natural selection criteria for choosing
the competent classifier for combination [Wol+12]. However, to account for a chance
of rare class occurrence, we multiply the performance of the random classifier by the
class weight wl lowering the competence threshold for rare classes in case of their
successful local discovery. Note, that the Itl guarantees participation of classifier at in
combination only if it has sufficient competence for region Rtk . In case, there are no
competent classifier selected then all ensemble members are taken to submit a single
vote each.
As the last step, the ensemble of classifiers is combined according to weighted averaging
voting scheme as follows:
T
1X l
µl (x) =
I st,l (x)
(3.16)
T t=1 t
where µl is the total support of the ensemble given to class ωl . The final class label
and classification result is defined according to the max rule:
ψ(x) = ωl = argmax µl (x).

(3.17)

l∈{1,...,L}

To establish the region of competence multiple techniques are utilized including clustering [Mac67], K-Nearest Neighbors [CSC18b], potential function model [BSO14] and
decision space [CSC18b; BSO14]. The common assumption for these methods is that
classes maintain a certain continuity in the feature space.

3.4

Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method we perform numerical simulations as well as experiments with real-world data comparing the proposed methods
(further denoted as DES-B) to two widely used DS techniques LCA [WKB97] and
DESP [Wol+12] as well as combination method that averages the scores of all ensemble members (AVG). Note, that LCA and DESP had to be adapted to suit data fusion
problems since both of them originally consider unified feature spaces to estimate classifier competence. In all experiments, the dataset was split into training, validation
and testing subsets (60/20/20) and to establish the region of competence a k-NN with
k = 7 was used on validation subset.
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3.4.1

Numerical simulation 1

In this simulation, we generate seven L = 4-class classification datasets each with
N = 105 points by creating clusters (two per class) of data points following a normal
distribution about vertices of an d = 500-dimensional hypercube with sides of length
1. For Ne = 2 · 103 samples the classes are randomly exchanged. Additionally, drnd =
d0.25de random features are generated. For every dataset i we generate L + i classes
and then randomly combine i of them in order to get L = 4-class imbalance dataset
with particular class imbalance level that we define as the ratio between the average
of class cardinalities excluding the biggest class to the cardinality of the biggest class.
As the base classifier, we use a Random Forests classifier with 100 trees and measure
accuracy and F1 measure [PUG14] over c = 10 Monte Carlo iterations reporting also the
standard deviation of metrics. Additionally, we report the performance of the classifier
that was trained on the whole feature space Rd (denoted as CLFRd) in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Accuracy and F1 measures with standard deviation with respect to class
imbalance level on seven artificially generated datasets over 10 Monte Carlo iterations

3.4.2

Numerical simulation 2

In this simulation, we generate four balanced datasets following the same procedure
as in the previous simulations except of classes merging (to keep datasets balanced).
We set particular parameters of the generator (number or data points, ensemble size,
number of classes, number of informative dimensions) in order to cover multiple possible
scenarios. For this simulation, we report average accuracy over c = 10 Monte Carlo
iterations (Table 3.1).
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N = 104 , T = 10 N = 105 , T = 3 N = 4 · 104 , T = 2 N = 104 , T = 5
L = 2, d = 300 L = 5, d = 150 L = 10, d = 40
L = 7, d = 25
CLFRd
AVG
LCA
DESP
DES-B

0.783 ± 0.021

0.608 ± 0.019

0.434 ± 0.023

0.208 ± 0.014

0.822 ± 0.015

0.612 ± 0.012

0.430 ± 0.012

0.238 ± 0.009

0.767 ± 0.011

0.581 ± 0.015

0.391 ± 0.011

0.200 ± 0.013

0.780 ± 0.019

0.631 ± 0.011

0.418 ± 0.011

0.187 ± 0.015

0.851 ± 0.017

0.657 ± 0.014

0.451 ± 0.008

0.233 ± 0.010

Table 3.1: Accuracy measure with standard deviation on four balanced artificially generated
datasets over 10 Monte Carlo iterations

3.4.3

IEEE GRSS 2017 Data Fusion dataset experiment

In this experiment, we consider the original dataset provided within the context of the
2017 IEEE GRSS Data Fusion Contest [Tui+17; Yok+18] that comprises several city
sites from different parts on the globe. The train and the test parts of the dataset
are partitioned on a geographical basis: five city sites are provided with LCZ labels to
be able to use them for training while the data for the other four city sites are aimed
for testing purposes. Each city site is covered by a set of images from the Landsat-8
and Sentinel-2 satellites with up to 9 multispectral bands and a pixel resolution of
100x100m2 . For the training city sites, annotated LCZ labels are provided on a pixel
by pixel basis and represent sparsely distributed segments. In addition to that, the
dataset contains a few layers of crowd-sourced data extracted from OpenStreetMap1
(OSM). OSM layers provide detailed information, encoded by integer values, for water,
building and land-use areas.
We enriched the original dataset with auxiliary information gathered from publicly
available sources [Suk+17b]. The EarthExplorer2 system was used for the extraction
of additional Landsat-8 images that aimed to provide temporal diversity. Here approximately six to seven additional images have been manually selected from 2015 and
2016. In order to be more flexible on a feature engineering step we also re-extracted
OSM information and superposed it to the original images. One of the major issues in
crowd sourced data is a scarcity of information for some specific regions of the world.
In order to leverage geoinformation from OpenStreetMap a dedicated feature extraction
pipeline is employed. The pipeline starts from the extraction of an image projection
coordinate from metadata of the Sentinel-2 images. It allows us to superpose an image
of the satellite with geographical coordinates. Based on these coordinates the grid
1
2

http://www.openstreetmap.org
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov
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Figure 3.4: A satellite image of Paris metropolitan area is presented on the right part
of the figure while the left part of the figures shows an example of a pixel polygon of
the image overlapped with OSM layers. The pixel polygon contains relative coverage
by a land use layers where 100% is equal to 10000 m2 .

of pixel-related polygons is created for each metropolitan area provided in the data
set. Each pixel polygon (100x100m2 ) is overlapped with the OSM layers in order to
calculate a land use coverage in relation to the pixel area, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Additionally, the following features are extracted for each pixel polygon: number of
buildings located in the polygon, average and maximum floor number of the buildings,
average and maximum height of the buildings.
The following set of features were extracted from the multispectral images:
 NDWI: Normalized Difference Water Index3
 NDVI: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index3
 NDMI: Normalized Difference Moisture Index3
 BSI: Bare Soil Index3
 AVI: Advanced Vegetation Index3
 SI: Shadow Index3
 SAM: Spectral Angle Mapper [Osh+13]
 MNF: Minimum Noise Fraction [LWB90]
 OSM: Open Street Map

Each feature represents a 2 dimensional matrix except of the last three features which
represent a 3 dimensional matrix where the third dimension equals to the number of
3

www.spaceanalyzer.com/index.php/advanced-vegetation-index-avi
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bands for MNF, the number of class labels for the SAM and the number of unique ids
for the OSM (one-hot encoding). The SAM calculates the spectral angle between the
image spectra and a known spectra or endmember. It is insensitive to illumination
since it uses the vector direction rather than the vector length. The Minimum Noise
Fraction transform computes the normalized linear combination of the original bands
which maximizes the ratio of the signal to noise. For each class a SAM feature has
been calculated. The reference signature is calculated as the mean spectrum over all
the pixels belonging to the respective class.
Since only one Sentinel-2 image was provided per site, but two or more Landsat-8
images, we decided to stack the Sentinel-2 image behind each available Landsat-8
image. In this way an extended 3D data cube was constructed with a fixed spatial
dimension per site and a spectral band dimension equal to the number of spectral bands
from the Landsat-8 plus the number of spectral bands from the Sentinel-2 image. In
the end, the spatial dimension is unfolded into a single dimension reflecting the amount
of training/testing samples. We denote described set of features as high level features.
The pool of classifiers consists of three models that are described in the following.
As one of the based models Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [Lec+98] were
applied, with a small amount of labeled training data.
The set of input features for CNN are the raw Landsat-8 images (9 channels) and
the raw Sentinel-2 images (10 channels), normalized so as to have zero mean and unit
variance on the training dataset on each channel independently.
Note that several Landsat-8 images are available for each city: the ones provided by
the original dataset and the ones downloaded from EarthExplorer. Each combination
of a given Landsat-8 image and the Sentinel-2 image of a city is an input to a CNN.
In order to tackle overfitting, we used a rather shallow architectures and a new type
of convolutional layer with more parameter sharing. The first layer is a 1x1 convolution with batch normalization and a tanh or ReLU [NH10] non-linearity. The second
layer is a convolutional layer with tied weights so that the kernel is symmetric with
respect to the origin, in order to increase invariance to rotation and share more parameters [Le+10]. We used 3x3 kernels with 2 or 3 trainable weights for each combination
(i, j) of input and output channels, distributed as depicted on Figure 3.5. The output of the convolutional layer is connected directly to the softmax layer to produce
posterior probability estimates for all the classes to detect.
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Figure 3.5: 3 × 3 kernels used in the convolutional layer of our CNN

The categorical cross-entropy loss function can be evaluated on locations where the zone
is labeled in the training dataset. The average loss was minimized using Stochastic Gradient Descent [Lec+98] with minibatches of snippets of arbitrary size 100x75 randomly
cropped from original images. The learning rate was tuned to achieve the best performance with fast convergence. To improve generalization, we used dropout [Sri+14a]
which acts like a data-driven regularization method.
RF [Bre01] was used as another base classification model. RF is an ensemble-based
classifier that creates and then averages over multiple decision trees created using
bagging and random feature selection techniques. The diversity between weak learners
allows to prevent overfitting while aggregation improves predictive performance. We
employed RF classifier with all high level features described above along with hyperparameter tuning technique to find the optimal model parameters. Due to the high
class imbalance we assigned custom weights wl to every class l inversely proportional
to class frequencies in the training data:
wl =

N
, ∀l = 1, . . . , L
L · Nl

(3.18)

where N is the number of training samples, L is the number of classes and Nl is the
number of samples of class i. These weights are then used to weight the Gini criterion
for finding splits and also in terminal nodes of each tree to perform weighted majority
voting. In that setting, underrepresented classes get higher significance while training
and can then be better discovered during prediction.
Gradient Boosting Machines (GBM) [Fri00] were used as the third base model. GBM
is the other classification method from the family of tree-based algorithms. Similarly to
RF it employs the idea of weak learners ensembling. However, in contrast to RF that
can grow classification trees in parallel, GBM builds an ensemble of trees iteratively by
minimizing a custom cost function using a gradient decent optimization algorithm. All
trees on every iteration are added to the ensemble and participate in the classification.
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CNN

RF

GBM AVG LCA DESP DES-B

Accuracy 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.83
F1
0.81 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.81

0.87
0.85

Table 3.2: IEEE GRSS 2017 Data Fusion Contest dataset results

In Table 3.2 provides the overall validation accuracy and F1 measures for the proposed
DES-B, CNNs, RF, GBM, LCA, DESP and AVG methods. Figure 3.6 demonstrates
final classification results of the proposed DES-B.

(a) Amsterdam

(b) Chicago

(c) Madrid

(d) Xi’an

Figure 3.6: Resulting LCZ maps for the test cities after post-processing

3.4.4

IEEE GRSS 2018 Data Fusion dataset experiment

In this experiment, we consider the data set provided by IEEE GRSS 2018 Data Fusion Contest technical committee [DFC] that contains RGB, Multispectral LiDAR and
Hyperspectral imagery (HSI) covering the University of Houston campus and its surrounding areas. The training set consists of labeled segments distributed over a raster
of 4768 × 1202 pixels spanning M = 20 unique urban land use and land cover classes
(e.g. residential buildings, roads, artificial turfs, cars, etc.) that have strongly unequal
distribution. The test set covers a region of 8344 × 2404 pixels having 341, 729 of them
labeled.
To establish the pool of classifiers we trained three Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) separately on its own data source: CNNLiDAR , CNNHSI , CNNRGB . For every
data source, the CNN input was represented by a S × S multidimensional patch where
S = (2C + 1)R, C is the context constant and R is a data source scalar (RHSI =
RLiDAR = 1, RRGB = 10). The branch architecture for CNNLiDAR , CNNHSI includes
(Figure 3.7):
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Branch Network

Head Network

Conv + BN + Activation + Dropout

Concatenate Feature Maps

Conv + BN + Activation + Pooling

Conv 1 × 1

Conv 3 × 3

Conv 5 × 5

Conv + BN + Activation + Dropout

Concatenate + BN + Activation + Pooling + Flatten

Conv + BN + Activation

Full Connected Layer + Activation + Dropout
Full Connected Layer + Activation + Dropout
Full Connected Layer + Softmax activation

Figure 3.7: Architecture of Branch Network (left) and Head Network (right)

 64 convolution filters (CF) with kernel size i × i followed by Batch Normalization (BN) [IS15], activation fact and Dropout [Sri+14b] with probability;
 64 CF (i × i) ⇒ BN ⇒ fact ⇒ Max Pooling;
 128 CF (i × i) ⇒ BN ⇒ fact ⇒ Dropout;
 128 CF (i × i) ⇒ BN ⇒ fact .

Branch networks were created by varying filter size i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7} producing feature
maps representing different local receptive fields (Figure 3.8). A Head Network concatenates created feature maps and performs additional convolutional and dense transformations and outputs class probabilities. Categorical cross-entropy loss function was
used to train the CNNs. CNNLiDAR Branch Networks were created for each i and a single Head Network resulting into two CNNs with C ∈ {7, 11} and an Exponential Linear
Unit (ELU) as fact . The outputs of these two models were combined by averaging posterior probabilities. For CNNHSI two sets of Branch Networks were used: for C = 3 and
for C = 7 followed by single Head Network having fact (x) = ReLU (x) = max(0, x) resulting in three CNNs that were later combined by averaging of posterior probabilities.
For CNNRGB the Xception architecture [Cho17] was trained on patches with C = 7.
For all networks pdropout = 0.2. There was no postprocessing done on the final output
in order to provide fair comparison of the fusion functions [Suk+18a].
In Table 3.3 the overall accuracy and F1 measures on the test set are provided for the
proposed DES-B, individual CNNs, LCA, DESP and AVG.
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Branch

Branch

Head

Branch

Head

Figure 3.8: (left) Lidar Network architecture draft, (right) HSI Network architecture
draft
CNNLiDAR CNNHSI CNNRGB AVG LCA DESP DES-B

Accuracy
F1

0.69
0.67

0.47
0.52

0.63
0.64

0.65 0.69 0.69
0.67 0.67 0.68

0.71
0.70

Table 3.3: IEEE GRSS 2018 Data Fusion Contest dataset results

3.4.5

Discussion

By analyzing the evaluation results on all experiments we observe that method based
on ensemble paradigm achieve, in general, higher classification accuracy than methods
relying on a single classifier. Moreover, the proposed DS technique achieves on average
higher performance than other state-of-the-art methods, especially in case of class
imbalance. This gain is due to the strategy of estimating classifier competence as well
as the way the classifiers’ decisions are combined: the adaptive classifier competence
threshold allows to keep minority class discovery even when high class imbalance exists.
In the first synthetic experiment, it becomes clear that the performance of all except the
proposed methods drops in case of severe class imbalance since none of the classifiers
in the ensemble is able to discover minority classes. The experiments with real-world
remote sensing datasets prove that the proposed DES-B is able to solve data fusion
problems discovering small classes while keeping the overall performance on a high
level.

3.5 Summary
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Figure 3.9: Prediction map on the test set of IEEE GRSS 2018 data fusion contest

3.5

Summary

In this part of the thesis, we proposed a novel dynamic ensemble selection scheme that
allows us to efficiently combine multiple heterogeneous data sources providing accurate
classification results even with high class imbalance. Simulation results demonstrated
the applicability of the proposed dynamic selection approach to various class imbalance
degrees while experimental results on several remote sensing problems demonstrated
the superiority of the proposed method with respect to other state-of-the-art dynamic
selection approaches. Particularly, we showed that the proposed approach can be
used to combine data sources of different nature, spatial resolution, and scarcity levels
providing powerful framework to solve local climate zones classification as well as land
use and land cover classification problems.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Pattern Matching with Multiple
Queries on Data Streams
Similarity search in data streams is an important but challenging task in many practical
areas where real-time pattern retrieval is required. Dynamic and fast updating data
streams are often subject to outliers, noise, and potential distortions in amplitude and
time dimensions. Such conditions typically lead to a failure of existing pattern matching
algorithms and to the inability to retrieve required patterns from the stream. The main
reason for such failures is the limitation of data normalization utilized in the majority
of methods. Another reason is the lack of means to consider multiple examples of the
same template to account for possible variations of the query signal. In this chapter,
we propose a dynamic normalization approach that allows bringing streaming signal
subsequences to the scale of the query template. This significantly improves pattern
retrieval capabilities, especially when sampling variance or time distortions are present.
We further develop a pattern matching approach utilizing the proposed normalization
mechanism and extend it for the case when multiple examples of a query template are
available. Multiple synthetic and real data experiments demonstrate that this allows to
considerably improve the pattern matching rate for distorted data streams, providing
real-time performance.

4.1

Introduction

The problem of pattern matching in real-time data streams (also known as similarity
search) has recently emerged as an important task for signal processing and data mining, finding its applications in various domains that deal with streaming data processing. Reliable real-time subsequence discovery from dynamic data sources is an essential
challenge for finance, industry, health care, networks, and other fields [PAM12; Fu11;
Rak+12; Suk+20]. It allows finding advantageous market state, preventing damages
of equipment or infrastructure, timely recognizing development of severe health complications or avoiding traffic collisions [Dau+18; Rak+12]. In such applications, the
data sources dynamically generate possibly high throughput data stream signals that
often suffer from the presence of noise and outliers, potential variance in sampling rate,
or varying nature of the underlying process leading to time distortions and change in
amplitude scale [KK03; GFS18]. The reason for that might be potential clock drift
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or jitter that happen in various sensor devices used for Internet-of-Things applications
including smart homes, Industry 4.0, and others. Performing subsequence matching
under such severe conditions is known to be a challenge [Rak+12].
Given a query (template) sequence and a data stream, the general objective of a pattern
matching problem is to reveal and timely report subsequences in the given data stream
that are similar to the query. In practical scenarios, it often happens that multiple
examples that relate to the same query template are available for solving the pattern
matching problem. This provides the possibility to account for template variations
and as a result, be less susceptible to potential disturbances in the data stream. The
availability of multiple query examples has driven the development of a number of
time series averaging methods [Mar18; Mor+18; SCG15; PKG11; AM17]. Averaging
multiple query templates has enabled traditional pattern matching approaches to be
applied on the averaged template signal demonstrating better performance than when
applied to each template instance separately [Mar18; PKG11; AM17].
Currently, deep neural networks have become one of the most powerful tools for solving pattern matching problems when a significant number of query examples [WYO16;
CCC16] is available. LSTM-based architectures have recently shown superior performance across multiple domains and signal natures when formulating pattern matching
as a time series classification problem [Zha+17; Ism+19]. However, such methods, due
to their complex architectures and resulting in large parameter space, require a significant amount of query examples to provide a stable generalization performance and
consequently a high pattern matching rate [LMT16]. In many practical applications,
collecting these examples might be extremely costly or even unfeasible.
For the case of a single query template example, several approaches were proposed
in the literature in the last decade, all accounting for possible time and amplitude
distortions by utilizing Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [Fu11; Ore+17]. In the past,
DTW was successfully applied in various domains proving to be a powerful technique
for sequence comparison and retrieval [KL83; BC94; RM03; Mül07]. Formally, DTW is
a dissimilarity measure that allows finding the best alignment between two sequences
reporting their degree of mismatch. Despite the fact that DTW is not a distance metric, it is nevertheless used by many algorithms in order to align and compare a pair of
time-series signals, potentially of different lengths. Currently, pattern discovery has become one of the domains where DTW is extensively and successfully utilized [Rak+12;
Ore+17; Fu11].
One of the earliest pattern discovery approaches utilizing DTW is the SPRING algorithm [SFY07] that is built on two main ideas: 1) star-padding which reduces the
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time and space complexity to linear with respect to the data stream size, guaranteeing
that the minimum distance is obtained; 2) subsequence time-warping matrix (STWM)
which is an extension of a warping matrix natively utilized by DTW. Later, several
modifications of SPRING were proposed in order to improve the matching performance [Pen+08; NWR10]. Later, Gong et al. [Gon+14; GFS18] introduced Normalization supported SPRING (NSPRING) which performs z-normalization of streaming
data by considering mean and standard deviation of a predefined number of subsequent data samples. Giao et al. [GA16] proposed ISPRING that integrates min-max
normalization into SPRING by considering the minimum and maximum values on a
fixed-length monitoring window.
Another DTW-based pattern matching approach is UCR-DTW which was proposed
in [Rak+12] to achieve subsequence discovery on large-scale time-series data by efficient
pruning techniques. Similar to NSPRING and ISPRING, UCR-DTW employs a fixedlength sliding window in order to normalize the streaming data and as the result
discover hidden patterns in the stream.
When multiple query examples are available an averaging procedure is applied to extend the above-mentioned pattern discovery methods. This is considered to obtain an
average template query and utilize it further as the query for a pattern discovery algorithm [AM17]. In such cases, the possible presence of outliers might cause structural
distortions of the resulting average template and might limit the performance of the
subsequent pattern matching approach [AM17; SCG15].
One of the other limitations of existing pattern discovery methods is that the predominant practice for normalizing data streams is to employ normalization approaches
such as min-max [Oga+10] or z-normalization (also known as normalization to zero
mean and unit variance or simply standardization) [TSK14] with a fixed-length sliding
window [Gon+14; GA16; Rak+12]. Fixed length sliding window-based normalization
methods often cause unwanted structural disturbances, compromising the subsequent
DTW by damaging its natural robustness to time distortion. The main reason for
that is the signal length variation that is an intrinsic advantageous assumption of
DTW [AC01; AE03; She+18] as well as the uniform scaling that is a global stretching
or shrinking of time series in the time axis [Keo+04; Fu+08; RNR11; She+17].
To jointly address the above-mentioned limitations of the time series averaging and the
fixed window length-based normalization methods in multiple template-based pattern
discovery problem, in this chapter, we introduce a dynamic z-normalization mechanism
that progressively scales incoming samples of the dynamically evolving data stream. By
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utilizing dynamic z-normalization and adopting the STWM concept [SFY07], we propose a real-time DTW-based pattern matching approach. It is able to accurately report
discovered subsequences that contain possible amplitude distortions by utilizing multiple query examples. Thanks to the additive property of the dynamic z-normalization,
the proposed approach is able to discover hidden patterns under relatively large time
distortions without the need for any predefined scaling parameters and is faster than a
state-of-the-art lower bounding technique that is extended to supporting normalization.
In the following, we formulate the pattern matching problem, extending it to account
for multiple template examples, and review the time-series averaging concept as well
as the traditional fixed-length window z-normalization method. Then, we introduce
a dynamic z-normalization mechanism, and based on that, we propose a DTW-based
pattern matching approach that provides accurate and instant results for stream monitoring tasks. Finally, we evaluate the proposed pattern discovery method on artificially
generated (synthetic) and real-world datasets (measurement data) and report on its
operational performance.

4.2

Problem formulation

Consider a real-time data stream S to be a semi-infinite ordered set {s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . , st },
where st is the most recent value. Let S[tb :te ] = {stb , stb +1 , . . . , ste } be a subsequence
of S, starting with stb and ending with ste . The objective of a pattern matching
problem with a single query is formulated as follows: given a query (template) sequence
Q = {q0 , q1 , . . . , qm−1 } with a fixed length m, find the subsequences of S that are similar
to Q. To formalize the formulation, similarity is usually replaced by dissimilarity
between Q and S[tb :te ] that becomes smaller in case of their match. We denote the
dissimilarity between Q and S[tb :te ] as D(S[tb :te ], Q). Given a data stream S that
possibly contains noise and various distortions (stretching, shrinking or shifting) along
time or/and amplitude axis, we consider the three following problems.
Problem 1: real-time monitoring. Report the subsequence S[tb :te ] by the time tick te +1
if D(S[tb :te ], Q) ≤ ; where  is a predefined constant. This problem arises in many
streaming applications where the pattern is to be discovered in real time and is typically
further extended to another two problems depending on the task at hand [SFY07].
Problem 2: disjoint query. Find all subsequences S[tb :te ]k , k ≥ 1 that satisfy:
(a) D(S[tb :te ]k , Q) ≤ , where k ≥ 1
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(b) D(S[tb :te ]k , Q) is the minimum among all D(S[t0b :t0e ]k , Q), where S[t0b :t0e ]k is any
subsequence that overlaps with S[tb :te ]k .

Problem 3: top k query. Find k ≥ 1 disjoint subsequences of S satisfying condition (b)
of Problem 2 providing the smallest distances to the query sequence Q.
Since all the three problems are tightly coupled and are all considered as general pattern matching problems, we address them simultaneously. Additionally, when multiple examples of the same query template are available, the formulation of the abovementioned problems remains the same, except the fact that there are L template examples available and the dissimilarity between the template and stream subsequence
is defined as D(S[tb :te ], Q̄), where Q̄ is the average template sequence.

4.2.1

Time series alignment and averaging

The concept of an average of a set of objects has been successfully utilized in many
domains of signal processing, machine learning and data mining, demonstrating its
effectiveness on many problems, including data clustering and classification [AM17;
SCG15]. Time series averaging allows to define a prototype that captures the central
tendency of a set of time series, reducing the impact of unwanted effects such as noise
and outliers. Despite its effectiveness, averaging of time series is considered to be a
non trivial task due to the possibly varying length of sequences and requires their
simultaneous alignment. To address this problem, time series averaging is formulated
as an optimization task:
∗

Q̄ = argmin
Q̄∈E

L
X

DDTW (Q̄, Ql )

(4.1)

l=1

where DDTW is the DTW distance between an average sequence candidate Q̄ and one
of L sequences Ql ; E is a space of all possible time series induced by DTW and Q̄∗
is the average sequence. Obviously, the space E might be considerably large limiting
the solution of time series averaging to be performed in reasonable time. Formally,
time series averaging under the DTW assumption is proven to be an NP-complete
task, practically utilized by introducing several effective heuristics [PKG11; KMM19].
Figure 4.1 demonstrates an example of a time series signal averaging process based on
the data of the Gun Point dataset [Dau+18]. Practically, none of the state-of-the-art
pattern discovery methods incorporates a template averaging process and is only able
to deal with the averaged sequence as the query template.
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Figure 4.1: An example of time series averaging method using DTW Barycenter Averaging [PKG11] on Gun Point dataset (six sequence of class 2 are randomly taken to
be averaged) [Dau+18]

4.2.2

Limitations of traditional normalization approaches

Data normalization is an essential step preceding pattern matching as it reveals structural differences between query and streaming signals by bringing both signals to similar
amplitude ranges. The typically used z-normalization of a data sample sk is defined
on a sequence S[tb :te ] = {stb , . . . , ste } containing the value sk as:
s0(tb ,te ),k =

sk − µ(tb ,te )
, k = tb , . . . , te
σ(tb ,te )

(4.2)

where µtb ,te and σtb ,te are the estimates of mean and standard deviation of S[tb :te ],
respectively. Performing z-normalization ensures the transformation of the input signal to the one with nearly zero mean and unit variance [Zou+18]. However, defining
the time range S[tb :te ] in streaming scenarios is usually a challenging task, imposing limitations and harmful assumptions [Rak+12]. Failure to select proper scaling
subsequence might often result in significant distortions of the structure of the signal
being scaled. The predominant practice to perform a z-normalization is by using a
fixed length sliding window. However, in cases where a pair of signals is compared
via DTW, too large or too short normalization window might result in snapping of
unwanted signal parts or signal fragmentation, correspondingly. That usually results
into erroneous normalization and typically yields larger DTW distances between both
signals, keeping time-distorted subsequences undiscovered. An example of such scenarios is demonstrated in Figure 4.2 (Cases 1 and 2): an improper normalization window
length leads to an erroneously scaled signal. Case 1 shows a scenario when the pattern
in the stream has much smaller duration than the query while Case 2 demonstrates an
example when the pattern has much higher duration than the query. Finding an intrinsic pattern duration normalization window in pattern matching that employs DTW
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Case 2a Case 2b

t
Case 1 Case 2a

Case 2b

Case 3

Case 3

Query

Figure 4.2: Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate z-normalization with improper window length;
normalization window for case 3 equals to intrinsic length of the pattern leading to
proper scaling

is practically ineffective as DTW assumes the possibility of time distortions between
matching signals.
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Proposed pattern matching method

In the sequel, we introduce a concept of dynamic z-normalization that in contrast to the
fixed window length z-normalization does not require any assumptions or pre-knowledge
about the duration of the pattern. We motivate this by proposing a prefix normalization
and further prove the invariance properties of such a normalization. We then propose a
pattern matching approach based on DTW for a single query example relying on that
concept. We extend the framework to naturally support multiple examples of a query
template in order to leverage the template diversity.

4.3.1

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

DTW [Fu11] is a dissimilarity measure defined between two arbitrary length time series
X = {x0 , . . . , xm−1 } and Y = {y0 , . . . .yn−1 } as:
DT W (X, Y ) =D(m − 1, n − 1)


 D(i, j − 1)
D(i, j) = ||xi − yj || + min D(i − 1, j)


D(i − 1, j − 1)

(4.3)

D(−1, −1) = 0, D(i, −1) = D(−1, i) = +∞
i = 0, ..., m − 1; j = 0, ..., n − 1
creating a time warping matrix (TWM) of m×n by a bottom-up dynamic programming
process. The TWM is progressively constructed by appending a column that contains
the distance between a point of the signal Y and all points of the signal X. Accordingly, the TWM contains elements D(i, j) that keep accumulated distances between
subsequences X[0:i] and Y [0:j] aligning them in a way that minimizes this distance.
The alignment defines a mapping between the elements of X and Y and is described
by a set of contiguous matrix indices. These indices form a continuous warping path
that starts in (0, 0) progressing to (i, j) indicating the alignment that yields minimum
accumulated distance.

4.3.2

Dynamic z-normalization for DTW

Let the pattern S[tb :te ] that is hidden in a data stream S has its intrinsic duration Tint
that might be different from the duration of the query signal Q. Consider a real time
data stream S containing the pattern of interest. This pattern has its starting time
tick tb and forms a substream S[tb :].
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4.3.2.1

Prefix normalization

We define prefix normalization of a point sk as:
s0tb ,k =

sk − µtb ,k
,
σtb ,k

k = tb , . . . , te

(4.4)

where µtb ,k is
µtb ,k

k
X
1
sl
=
k + 1 − tb l=t

(4.5)

b

and σtb ,k is
σtb ,k

v
u
u
=t

k
X
1
s2 − µ2tb ,k
k + 1 − tb l=t l

!
(4.6)

b

providing normalization parameters for a data point sk considering its preceding signal. Obviously, such a normalization has a weakness: for small k there are only few
values considered in order to obtain σtb ,k and µtb ,k leading practically to σtb ,k < σtb ,te
and µtb ,k 6= µtb ,te . That brings an amplification and an amplitude shift of the prefix
normalized signal, as compared to traditional z-normalization with scaling parameters
obtained on a fixed-length time series. In order to mitigate that, we introduce the
amplification factor ηk
σt ,t
ηk = b e , k = t b , . . . , t e
(4.7)
σtb ,k
and the shift factor δk
δk =

µtb ,k − µtb ,te
,
σtb ,te

k = tb , . . . , te

(4.8)

to compensate for possible amplification and amplitude shift, respectively. Note should
be taken that with the increase of k, ηk and δk converge to 1 and 0, respectively. When
ηk and δk are known, it is possible to compensate for them:
s00k =

s0tb ,k
+ δk
ηk

(4.9)

obtaining a dynamically normalized value of sk . Figure 4.3 demonstrates an example
of the dynamic z-normalization on an ECG signal [Rak+12].
Further, we propose to incorporate the concept of dynamic normalization into DTW
by using the amplification and the shift factors of the query sequence only. To allow
that, we first demonstrate their invariance properties by defining them on continuous
functions via replacing the summations in Equation (4.5) with integration.
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Pattern intrinsic duration

data stream
subsequence in data stream
query (template) sequence
z-normalization on intrinsic pattern duration
proposed dynamic z-normalization

tb

te

Figure 4.3: A comparison of proposed dynamic z-normalization and traditional znormalization on an ECG signal sequence: original signal is z-normalized by applying
a window of the length of pattern intrinsic duration and by the proposed dynamic znormalization. Since the hidden subsequence matches the template, both normalization
mechanisms provide very similar results. In practice, pattern length is unknown that
limits performance of traditional z-normalization

4.3.2.2

Invariance properties

Consider a continuous function f (x) defined on an interval x ∈ [xl , xu ] and a continuous
function g(x):
g(x) = C2 f (C1 (x + C0 )) + C3
(4.10)
where C0 , C1 , C2 and C3 are constants. The domain of definition for g(x) is then
[x0l , x0u ] = [ Cxl1 − C0 , Cxu1 − C0 ]. Since g(x) is transformed from f (x) by performing
horizontal and vertical stretching and shifting, it is similar to f (x) by its shape or
structure. For the introduced earlier amplification and shift factors under the condition
x0 −x0l
l
= xx−x
, the following holds:
x0 −x0
u −xl
u

l

ηx0 0 = ηx ,

δx0 0 = δx

(4.11)

where ηx and ηx0 0 are the amplification factors for the prefix normalized f (x) and g(x) at
x and x0 , respectively; δx and δx0 0 are the corresponding shift factors. The derivation is
obtained by plugging Equation (4.10) into Equation (4.7) and is detailed in Section A.3.
For the discrete case, with the subsequence S[tb :te ] being scaled and shifted version of
Q, the invariants in Equation (4.11) become:
ηk0 0 = ηk ,

δk0 0 = δk

(4.12)

0

−tb
k
= m−1
; where ηk and δk are the amplification and shift
under the condition that kte −t
b
0
factors for Q, respectively and ηk and δk0 are those of S[tb :te ].

4.3.2.3

DTW embedding

Obviously, the amplification and shift factors can be easily obtained for the query (or
multiple queries in case they are available). However, when searching for a subsequence
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in a real-time streaming sequence, its exact starting and ending time ticks tb and te are
unknown until the subsequence is retrieved. At the same time, it is required to perform
a proper normalization and as the result to find this subsequence. When the pattern
in the stream and the query sequence are similar, exploiting Equation (4.12) allows to
obtain a dynamic normalization of the pattern by using the amplification and the shift
factors of the query sequence. For that, it is required to align the samples of the pattern
and the query sequence establishing the mapping between k and k 0 in Equation (4.12).
Consequently, this brings us to the point of establishing a normalization procedure
directly in the DTW process. For that, we define the normalized DTW distance Dnorm
between the query Q and sub-subsequence S[tb :t] of S[tb :te ] as:
Dnorm (S[tb :t], Q) =D(t, m − 1)

0

 D(k , k − 1)
D(k 0 , k) = d(k 0 , k) + min D(k 0 − 1, k)


D(k 0 − 1, k − 1)

(4.13)

D(−1, −1) = 0, D(k 0 , −1) = D(−1, k) = +∞
k 0 = tb , ..., t; k = 0, ..., m − 1
where d(k 0 , k) is the distance between the dynamically normalized signal and is obtained
by:
0
s0tb ,k0
q0,k
0
0
+ δk )||
(4.14)
d(k , k) = ||( 0 + δk0 ) − (
ηk0
ηk
0
where q0,k
is the prefix normalized qk on Q[0:k] and s0tb ,k0 is the prefix normalized sk0
0
on S[tb :k 0 ]; ηk and δk are the amplification and shift factors of q0,k
on the query Q; ηk0 0
and δk0 0 are the amplification and shift factors of s0tb ,k0 on the hidden pattern sequence
S[tb :te ].
With Equation (4.12), Equation (4.14) can be simplified to:
d(k 0 , k) = ||

0
s0tb ,k0 − q0,k
||.
ηk

(4.15)

Analog to the original DTW, Dnorm is obtained by constructing a TWM that satisfies
the additive property of DTW: the consecutive value st+1 arriving at time t + 1 does
not affect previously scaled values. The alignment procedure defines the normalization
parameters of sk0 according to its mapped query value qk and results in a proper scaling
when truly similar sk0 and qk are mapped. According to that, Dnorm (S[tb :t], Q) reaches
its minimum when t increases to te if S[tb :te ] and Q are truly similar. As S[tb :te ] gets
more similar to Q, Dnorm (S[tb :t], Q) becomes smaller since d(k 0 , k) gets smaller for each
aligned pair of k 0 and k.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the process of the proposed dynamic z-normalization when obtaining Dnorm (S[tb :te ], Q).
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Figure 4.4: The proposed dynamic z-normalization. By integrating a normalization
procedure into the DTW mapping, the value st is dynamically z-normalized according
to its mapped query value. Index k used for η and σ refers to the length of the
considered signal at time point t.

4.3.3

Dynamic Normalization
Matching (DNRTPM)

based

Real-time

Pattern

In this section, we provide the details on our proposed Dynamic Normalization based
Real-time Pattern Matching (DNRTPM) [Suk+20] algorithm that is based on the introduced dynamic z-normalization principle and the STWM concept [SFY07]. After
that we extend it to Multiple DNRTPM (MDNRTPM) that makes use of multiple
query templates in order to solve the pattern matching problem.

4.3.3.1

DNRTPM algorithm

At the initial step the query sequence Q = {q0 , q1 , . . . , qm−1 } is prefix-normalized ac
0
cording to Equation (4.4) resulting into Q0 = q00 , q10 , . . . , qm−1
. Additionally, the
corresponding amplification factors η = {η0 , η1 , . . . , ηm−1 } are calculated according to
Equation (4.7).
For the given query and the incoming data stream S DNRTPM constructs an STWM in
order to align the query with the streaming subsequence and return the DTW distance
between them. Being updated for every incoming streaming value a cell of STWM
stores two scalars: B(t, k) and D(t, k). B(t, k) denotes the index of the starting point
of the current candidate pattern and allows to obtain the warping path. D(t, k) is
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the accumulative distance of the warping path of the current candidate pattern and is
obtained by:

0

 D (t, k − 1)
D(t, k) = min D0 (t − 1, k)

 0
D (t − 1, k − 1)
(4.16)
0
0
s
−
q
0,k
B(i,j),t
D0 (i, j) =||
|| + D(i, j); i = t − 1, t; j = k − 1, k.
ηk
D(t, −1) =0, D(−1, k) = +∞; t = 0, . . . , n; k = 0, . . . , m − 1.
0
is the kth prefix-normalized value of the query sequence; s0B(i,j),t is the prefixwhere q0,k
normalized st on the incoming streaming subsequence S[B(i, j):t] by Equation (4.4).
When a new value st+1 arrives at the time tick t + 1 a column is appended to the right
side of the STWM for further alignment and the distance calculation process. B(t, k)
is obtained as follows:


if D(t, k) = D0 (t − 1, k)
 B(t − 1, k),
B(t, k) = B(t, k − 1),
if D(t, k) = D0 (t, k − 1)

(4.17)

B(t − 1, k − 1), if D(t, k) = D0 (t − 1, k − 1)

B(t, 0) = t; t = 0, . . . , n; k = 0, . . . , m − 1.
The main operational principle of DNRTPM is illustrated in Figure 4.5 where a data
stream S, its dynamically normalized substreams, a query Q and STWM are depicted.
The main difference between Equation (4.13) and Equation (4.16) is that for the former
the result of the min operator is decoupled from d(k 0 , k) since tb (the index of the
subsequence start) is fixed and does not change in time (Equation (4.14)). When
having a dynamic stream, the starting index B differs for all three options at the right
side of the min operator, requiring therefore to consider the difference before applying
the min operator in Equation (4.16).
For the efficient calculation of s0B(i,j),t two lists that keep the prefix summation PS and
the prefix summations of squares PSS are maintained as

PS = ps(B(t−1,min)−1) , . . . , pst

PSS = pss(B(t−1,min)−1) , . . . , psst
(4.18)
B(t − 1, min) = min B(t − 1, i)
0≤i<m

where psi and pssi are the prefix summation and the prefix sum of squares values
obtained up to the time tick i and are defined as:
psi =psi−1 + si ;
pssi =pssi−1 + s2i ;
i =0, . . . , t;
ps−1 =pss−1 = 0.

(4.19)
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query Q
STWM

report S[tb1:te1]

qk

...

normalization
starts at
B(t,k) = tb2

...

dynamic z-normalization

...

data stream S
tb1 te1 tb2

t

Figure 4.5: An example of subsequence matching procedure employed by DNRTPM:
STWM colored in orange allows to perform alignment of the query and candidate
subsequence by calculating distance between every element of query Q and dynamically
normalized element of the data stream S. After that, the warping path (depicted as
black curve on top of STWM) is established according to Equation (4.16).

Having PS and PSS, it is possible to efficiently obtain s0B(i,j),t by:
st − µB(i,j),t
σB(i,j),t
pst − ps(B(i,j)−1)
=
t − B(i, j) + 1
s
psst − pss(B(i,j)−1)
=
− µ2B(i,j),t .
t − B(i, j) + 1

s0B(i,j),t =
µB(i,j),t
σB(i,j),t

(4.20)

Both PS and PSS are implemented by circular buffer dequeue, achieving constant O(1)
time of appending and removing elements at their both ends. The space required to
store both PS and PSS is comparable to space that the query signal requires. An
update of PS and PSS for the value st+1 is performed by removing the first element
from the left sides of both dequeues and appending pst+1 and psst+1 to their right sides,
respectively.
For real time monitoring problems that require rapid retrieval, the subsequence
S[B(t, m − 1):t] is reported at time tick t if D(t, m − 1) is smaller than a predefined threshold . For the case of disjoint query tasks (that report non-overlapping
subsequences), the subsequence S[B(t, m − 1):t] is only reported when it is confirmed
that all the upcoming subsequences that overlap with it provide larger distances. This
is achieved by keeping the current minimum distance Dmin and the corresponding sub-
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sequence Sopt (starts at ts and ends at te ) reporting S[B(t, m − 1):t] only when:
∀k , D(t, k) ≥ Dmin ∨ B(t, k) > te .

(4.21)

Dmin and Sopt are updated as the current distance D(t, m − 1) and subsequence
S[B(t, m − 1):t] when D(t, m − 1) < Dmin .
The pseudo-code of the DNRTPM algorithm for disjoint query problems is summarized
in Algorithm 1 (Section A.4). The adoption for real-time monitoring is done by reporting (D(t, m − 1), B(t, m − 1), t) as soon as the condition D(t, m − 1) <  of Algorithm 1
is satisfied. Additionally, the adoption for the top k query is done by keeping the best
k discovered subsequences reported from the output Dmin , ts , te of Algorithm 1 and
maintaining  as the smallest distance for the k subsequences. When comparing MDNRTPM and DNRTPM in terms of their computational and space complexities a note
should be taken that MDNRTPM brings additional increase only by a constant factor
that is the number of query templates L.

4.3.3.2

Multiple DNRTPM (MDNRTPM)

In the case of multiple query examples, we extend our proposed DNRTPM approach
to MDNRTPM. MDNRTPM by performs dynamic z-normalization for all examples
simultaneously considering an average distance between the stream subsequence and
the templates.
At first, in MDNRTPM, all the template examples Ql , (l = 1 . . . L) are aligned so
that the correspondence between every sample of all template examples is established.

l
After that, as in DNRTPM, every query sequence Ql = q0l , q1l , . . . , qm
is prefixl −1

0
0
0
0
l
normalized according to Equation (4.4), resulting into Ql = q0l , q1l , . . . , qm
. The
l −1
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
amplification factors η = {η0 , η1 , . . . , ηml −1 } and shift factors δ = {δ0 , δ1 , . . . , δm
}
l −1
are calculated according to Equation (4.7). Since the alignment is established, as in
the DNRTPM, the STWM is then simultaneously constructed for every template example Ql . The main difference of MDNRTPM with respect to DNRTPM is the way
the distance between the samples of streaming subsequence and samples of every template is calculated. In MDNRTPM, to calculate the distance, at first, the dynamically
normalized values of every template according to Equation (4.9) are obtained and for
each of them the distance is calculated according to Equation (4.14). Then, all the
resulting distances are averaged over all available templates. Thus, the pseudo code in
Section A.4 is changed to account for multiple template examples as well as to calculate
the averaged distance.
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Space and time complexity

According to Equation (4.16) and Equation (4.17), as well as to Algorithm 1, only the
values D and B corresponding to the columns of STWM of the current and previous
time tick are needed to be kept in memory. Additionally, two dequeues PS and PSS
whose length is comparable to m are required leading to O(m) space complexity (in
the worst case m = t). As result, the space complexity of the proposed DNRTPM
and MDNRTPM method is O(m). The time complexity to fill each cell of the warping
matrix is O(1), leading to O(m) per time tick or O(mt) for the whole process.

4.4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our proposed DNRTPM and MDNRTPM algorithms
and compare their performance with other state-of-the-art pattern matching methods, namely, UCR-DTW [Rak+12], ISPRING [GA16] and NSPRING [Gon+14] based
on several artificially generated and real-world (measurement data) datasets.
The numerical simulations and experiments are primarily conducted by solving a top
k query task since the requirement of setting a predefined threshold for real-time monitoring and disjoint query tasks strongly depends on the dataset and the domain it is
coming from. Practically, the threshold is to be tuned in order to make real-time monitoring or disjoint query tasks reporting only k non-overlapping subsequences, providing
a similar result as top k query provides. For time series alignment and averaging for all
approaches, we apply DBA [PKG11]. All numerical simulations and experiments are
performed using a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2133 CPU 3.60GHz × 12 and 8GB
2666MHz × 8 RAM.

4.4.1

Numerical simulation: Dynamic z-normalization

In this numerical simulation, we compare the performance of the proposed dynamic
z-normalization and the traditional z-normalization with fixed length window. For
that, we generate three synthetic (artificial) time series signals: cat, spoon and stairs,
each of 200 samples (see Figure 4.7) used as query sequences. The shapes of the three
synthetic signals were chosen to cover close-to-reality cases where signals have abrupt
transitions (cat), smooth transitions (spoon) and step-wise decreasing pattern (stairs).
The data stream is created by concatenating white noise sequences of 180 samples with
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z, amplitude

the three query signals after adding to them distortion by scaling in both amplitude
and time directions by 200% and 75%, respectively, as well as shifting in amplitude
direction by 5. To reveal the effect of window size on the result of z-normalization,

25
0
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400

600
k, sample

800

1000

Figure 4.6: A data stream generated by concatenation of white noise with distorted
queries

we run a sliding window z-normalization on the resulting data stream with different
window sizes: the intrinsic pattern duration window (T = Tint ), a 50% greater window
(T > Tint ) and a 50% smaller window (T < Tint ). We run DNRTPM with best query
(top 1 query) on the resulting data stream obtaining the normalized values according
to Equation (4.9).
Table 4.1 summarizes DTW distances between the normalized pattern subsequences in
data stream and their corresponding query signals. The results are obtained using 100
Monte Carlo iterations. On Figure 4.6 the normalization result on one of the Monte
Normalization type
z-normalization T < Tint
z-normalization T > Tint
z-normalization T = Tint
dynamic normalization

signal ’cat’
77.25
84.91
3.96
3.70

signal ’spoon’
36.57
24.22
1.84
2.28

signal ’stairs’
36.96
30.26
0.67
1.09

Table 4.1: DTW distances between the z-normalized query signals and their corresponding distorted subsequences in data streams for the proposed dynamic and traditional z-normalization

Carlo iteration is depicted. According to Table 4.1 note should be taken that the
proposed dynamic normalization provides comparable results to z-normalization with
the intrinsic pattern duration window proving their practical equivalence. However, in
practice, the intrinsic pattern duration is not known that would limit the performance of
traditional z-normalization approach. In the current scenario, when the patter duration
is known, the DTW distances in Table 4.1 for these two normalization approaches have
no significant differences.
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic and sliding window z-normalization with different window lengths
on one of the Monte Carlo iterations. An improper window makes z-normalization
unable to bring the query and the pattern hidden in the stream to the same scale. Dynamic z-normalization and z-normalization with the intrinsic pattern duration window
are nearly identical and both are at the same scale in z direction as the normalized
query sequence

4.4.2

Numerical simulation: Pattern matching on synthetic
data

In this numerical simulation, we utilize synthetic query signals generated in the previous
numerical simulation as well as their reflected over time axis versions to demonstrate
DNRTPM’s and MDNRTPM’s robustness to uniform scaling. The six resulting synthetic query signals establish six different query template classes. To create multiple
examples per template class, we resample each original query four times by a random factor drawn from a uniform distribution U[0,2) resulting into five examples per
template class.
To generate the stream, for every original query signal, we apply linear interpolation
, where m is the
and re-sampling in the time dimension to obtain the length of m
λ
length of the original signal and λ is a varying uniform scaling factor. Then, by
amplitude scaling and shifting (scaling and shifting factors are randomly drawn from
uniform distributions U[0,10) and U[-5,5), respectively), we generate 30 signals from
every previously uniformly-scaled template resulting into 180 patterns in total. The
data stream is then created by concatenating these 180 patterns with 2m
samples of
λ
white noise.
We perform a top 30 disjoint query task on the resulting data stream for each of the six
classes. When querying a particular class on the data stream, a corresponding pattern
hidden in the stream is considered to be retrieved (or recalled) when the overlapping
percentage between the query and any of the 30 reported subsequences is greater than
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a predefined percentage (α) that is defined between two subsequences S[i:j] and S[i0 :j 0 ]
according to [NWR10] as:
(
min(j,j 0 )−max(i,i0 )+1
, if min(j, j 0 ) ≥ max(i, i0 )
0
0
α = max(j,j )−min(i,i )+1
(4.22)
0,
if min(j, j 0 ) < max(i, i0 )
The recall rate is defined as the percentage of patterns hidden in the data stream
corresponding to the retrieved query. We set α = 50% and perform the experiment for
each uniform scaling factor ranging from 0.25 to 10 over 100 Monte Carlo iterations.
The average recall rate over all iterations for the methods considered for different
uniform scaling factors is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Recall rate for several pattern matching methods for varying uniform scaling
factors

4.4.3

Pattern matching on UCR archive

In this experiment, we compare all early considered methods by performing the top
k query task on the UCR archive dataset [Dau+18], which contains 128 real-world
datasets collected from various fields. UCR archive is recognized to be a benchmark in
the community for assessing the performance of pattern matching algorithms due to its
accurate structure, dataset diversity and convenient data arrangement: each dataset
contains labeled pre-segmented z-normalized sequences of time series belonging to a
particular class. Moreover, all sequences within the same dataset are of equal length for
nearly all datasets in the archive. The data recording process [HCK13; PAM12; CMU;
RK04; Yan+09] as well as manual segmentation procedures [HCK13; PAM12; CMU;
RK04; Yan+09] were reported to be extremely tedious and are practically unfeasible
in real-time pattern matching tasks or can only be done with significant effort. For
this reason, in order to simulate realistic streaming scenarios, we adjust each UCR
dataset by performing the following operations: we randomly scale and shift the signal
by factors drawn from U[0,10) and U[-5,5), respectively. We further uniformly scale
in time axis by λ (or λ1 by a chance of 50%) drawn from U(1,2). Finally, all training
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sequences are randomly shuffled and concatenated into a single data stream, while the
testing sequences of the same class are split into triples and used as query templates
(we obtain three template examples per class). For every testing triple in every dataset,
we perform a top k disjoint query, where k is the number of sequences in the training
set that belong to the same class as the ones in the triple.
In this experiment, for all the considered methods, we evaluate the recall rate (AoR),
the overlapping percentage (AoD), the DTW distance between the z-normalized query
and the z-normalized retrieved pattern, the query time and the reporting delay. Recall
(AoR) is defined as the percentage of subsequences in the data stream with the same
class label as in the triple that are found by top k query. Query time is the wall clock
time of a single query. Reporting delay measures the difference between the time when
the whole hidden pattern gets available to query and its reporting time. To measure
the reporting delay, firstly, a top k query is performed to get the kth smallest distance
and then this distance is set as the threshold for a stream monitoring task. In this
experiment, the disjoint query according to Equation (4.21) is not applied since all
the discovered subsequences are reported as soon as they have a distance smaller than
the threshold. The reporting delay is the difference between the ending time tick of
the pattern and the reporting time tick of the first subsequence that overlaps with the
pattern (both time ticks are in the data stream clock) divided by the length of the
pattern. Table 4.2 summarizes the results averaged over five Monte Carlo iterations.

Recall

AoD

DTW
distance
Query
time

averaged
value
best on x%
datasets
averaged
value
best on x%
datasets
averaged
value
best on x%
datasets
averaged
value
(seconds)

ISPRING

NSPRING

UCR-DTW

DNRTPM

MDNRTPM

0.30

0.37

0.33

0.42

0.43

8%

15%

21%

23%

33%

0.78

0.80

0.78

0.82

0.85

8%

16%

20%

22%

34%

22.13

23.67

27.45

19.55

18.14

18%

17%

9%

24%

32%

5.52

0.44

45.34

0.97

1.26

Table 4.2: Evaluation performance summary on UCR datasets

4.4.4

Pattern matching on mouse trajectories data

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of all the methods on the real-world
mouse dynamics dataset. The dataset was obtained by the author by collecting PC
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4.4 Experiments

mouse device movements by seven users. The users followed four types of trajectories
with the mouse device: 8, &, % and ? performing eight trials for every trajectory type
(resulting into 32 recording per user). The users performed random mouse movements
in between of every trial. The mouse location coordinates (x and y) were recorded with
a sampling frequency of 20Hz. The data stream was generated by concatenating all the
trajectories resulting into 224 hidden patterns that were labeled for testing purposes
but kept unsegmented. To assess the performance of all earlier considered methods
every labeled trajectory as well as 3 other randomly picked trajectories of the same
class were used as query templates for a top k(k = 56) query task resulting in 224 top
k tasks. The evaluated recall, AoD and DTW distance metrics for all the methods are
provided in Table 4.3.

X
axis
Y
axis

Recall
AoD
DTW distance
Recall
AoD
DTW distance

ISPRING
0.561
0.816
12.40
0.526
0.802
10.24

NSPRING
0.554
0.839
13.37
0.497
0.810
10.61

UCR-DTW
0.615
0.802
14.11
0.537
0.802
11.90

DNRTPM
0.712
0.848
11.32
0.638
0.808
9.78

MDNRTPM
0.721
0.843
11.12
0.651
0.812
9.43

Table 4.3: The recall, AoD and DTW distance measures averaged over 224 top k(k =
56) queries on the continuous mouse dynamics data stream

4.4.5

Discussions

The results in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7 show that an improper normalization window
significantly affects the normalization process making possible to miss parts of the
hidden pattern or include an unwanted streaming signal. As it is seen from the increased
DTW distance, this would further lead to performance degradation of a consequent
pattern matching approach. The reason for that is that in case of z-normalization, the
non-intrinsic pattern duration window does not allow to bring the signal to the right
scale. As a result, sliding window based normalization methods (e.g. z-normalization)
require a proper window length to be set. As demonstrated in Figure 4.7, the proposed
dynamic z-normalization is nearly identical to z-normalization applied on a window
that equals to the pattern length (T = Tint ).
The evaluated recall rate summarized in Figure 4.8 demonstrates that window-free
nature of dynamic z-normalization makes the proposed DNRTPM and MDNRTPM
robust to distortions in both time and amplitude axis. According to Figure 4.8, by
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severe uniform scaling (λ ranges from 0.5 to 3) DNRTPM (and MDNRTPM) consistently provide a recall rate of 1. The reason for the rapid decrease of the recall rate for
the other state-of-the-art methods with the presence of uniform scaling (λ 6= 1) lies in
their normalization mechanism: an improper window length is unable to bring hidden
subsequences to the right scale. Moderate domination of ISPRING with respect to
NSPRING and UCR-DTW is due to min-max normalization that ISPRING is employing while the stream does not contain any extreme values. For λ < 0.5 the performance
of all considered methods decreases. The reason for that is that all the methods favor
shorter sequences, thus performing wrong retrievals. For DNRTPM (and MDNRTPM)
according to Equation (4.16) the distance between the query Q of length m and any
subsequence in the stream S[i:j] is the summation of nd distances each obtained by
Equation (4.14), where nd >= max(j − i + 1, m). When λ is much smaller than 1, for
a pattern subsequence S[i0 :j 0 ], difference betwenn j 0 and i0 is much greater than m and
nd >= j 0 − i0 . Thus, nd can be smaller and there is a smaller number of distances obtained by Equation (4.14) in the summation, so that the distance is smaller. However,
the fixed window length normalization amplifies this effect and decreases the performance of ISPRING, NSPRING and UCR-DTW more rapidly than that of DNRTPM
and MDNRTPM.
The results of the experiment on real data (UCR and PC mouse device datasets summarized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively) demonstrate that the proposed DNRTPM
and MDNRTPM are able to achieve a higher subsequence matching performance than
the other methods. Particularly, both proposed methods achieve significantly higher
recall as well as provide quality retrieval of subsequences (see AoD and DTW distance
metrics). From the execution performance point of view, we observe that the running
time of UCR-DTW and ISPRING is significantly higher than the one of DNRTPM
and MDNRTPM that might be a limiting factor in many practical applications.
Finally, all numerical simulations and experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of
MDNRTPM over the other methods, including DNRTPM. This is achieved since MDNRTPM considers all template examples simultaneously and not only an averaged
template. This provides more flexibility while calculating the DTW distance and is
less susceptible to outliers in template examples.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of real-time pattern matching from dynamic
and possibly distorted data streams. We introduced a dynamic z-normalization scheme

4.5 Summary
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showing its equivalence to the traditional z-normalization with fixed optimal window
size. Utilizing the proposed normalization scheme, we further introduced a real-time
pattern matching method and its extension to support multiple template examples. We
demonstrated that the proposed pattern matching approaches provide high operational
performance on both artificially generated and real-world use cases outperforming the
other state-of-the-art pattern matching methods, especially, when severe time distortions and sampling rate variance present.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, three fundamental machine learning and signal processing challenges,
namely, clustering, classification, and pattern matching were addressed from the wisdom of the crowds concept point of view. By leveraging this concept, the dissertation
brings in an ensemble learning paradigm principle in order to solve these fundamental challenges. Specifically, scalable methods to address clustering, classification, and
pattern matching problems were developed and assessed by conducting experiments in
simulated and real-world environments. The results of this study revealed the applicability of the proposed methods to various industrial domains.

5.1
5.1.1

Conclusions
Consensus Clustering

According to the wisdom of the crowd concept, two consensus clustering frameworks
were proposed to perform accurate and stable object clustering in a high-dimensional
feature space. The first framework employs the data fragments concept allowing for
a scalable consensus clustering solution. Additionally, by utilizing a distance measure
based on data fragments and addressing the drawbacks of the Hamming distance in
co-occurrence-based consensus clustering methods an expressive distance measure is
proposed. After that, a consensus function is built around this measure. An extensive
evaluation of the proposed framework is conducted indicating its theoretical performance in different situations as well as effectiveness for solving real-world problems.
The second framework is based on a novel consensus clustering approach to efficiently
and rapidly combine multiple clustering solutions and obtaining interpretable results.
Based on the idea of binary matrix decomposition, the proposed consensus clustering
method is solved through the recursive rank one binary matrix approximation heuristic.
In addition, an effective initialization strategy for the heuristic algorithm is introduced.
The proposed framework is evaluated against several synthetic and real data sets to
provide a comprehensive view on its performance. The results show its superiority
against other state-of-the-art methods and the ability to scale for large data sets.
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Dynamic Classifier Selection for Data Fusion

A data fusion problem from heterogeneous sources is considered and addressed from
a classification point of view. For that, a dynamic classifier selection framework to
select and combine competent classifiers is proposed. A multiple classifier system is
employed in order to solve a data fusion problem proposing a mechanism to establish
a competence estimation and selection procedure. The main focus of the framework
is to address data fusion problems from heterogeneous sources that exhibit high-class
imbalance. The proposed framework is validated on two real data fusion remote sensing
problems as well as a series of synthetic experiments. The results prove that the
proposed framework is able to provide accurate classification results even with highclass imbalance and can be used to combine data sources of different nature, spatial
resolution, and scarcity levels providing powerful framework to solve local climate zones
classification as well as land use and land cover classification problems.

5.1.3

Dynamic Pattern Matching with Multiple Queries on
Data Streams

An extended for multiple template examples pattern matching problem is formulated
to address data stream-based similarity search problem. A dynamic z-normalization
mechanism that progressively scales incoming samples of the dynamically evolving data
stream is proposed to address the limitations of fix-length z-normalization. By utilizing dynamic z-normalization and multiple template-based pattern matching problem
formulation a real-time DTW-based pattern matching approach is proposed enabling
to accurately report discovered subsequences that contain possible amplitude distortions. The proposed pattern discovery method is evaluated on synthetic and real-world
datasets demonstrating its high operational performance. Particularly, the results of
the experiments on UCR data archive and collected PC mouse device datasets indicate
superior subsequence matching performance to the other state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, both proposed methods achieve significantly higher recall as well as provide
quality retrieval of subsequences.

5.2

Challenges and Future Work

In addition to the above-mentioned contributions, the dissertation brings up several
challenges that can be studied in future research. Some of these challenges are outlined
as follows.

5.2 Challenges and Future Work

5.2.1
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Consensus Clustering

An important aspect for considering in future work is related to the consensus function
used in Section 2.6. While agglomerative clustering [SJ13] is a natural way to be
used as the consensus function, it has two main drawbacks: the necessity to provide
a target number of clusters and the type of linkage. An important improvement in
this area would be a design of a parameter-free consensus function that deduces the
target number of clusters from those of partition members. Another important and
natural extension for approaches proposed in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 is the ability
for consensus functions to report degree of conensus for every object. Such a measure
would allow to assess overall ensemble impurity level as well as to consider every object
from this point of view.

5.2.2

Dynamic Classifier Selection for Data Fusion

One of the most important aspects of dynamic classifier selection methods is the establishment of the region of competence for ensemble members. In many dynamic
selections methods including the one proposed in Chapter 3 a K-Nearest Neighbors [CSC18b] approach is utilized. Despite the fact, that K-Nearest Neighbors is
a well-established approach for such applications, its performance depends a lot on the
data type and requires careful parameter selection.

5.2.3

Dynamic Pattern Matching with Multiple Queries on
Data Streams

The contribution for pattern matching with multiple queries presented in this thesis
deals with the challenge of time-series-based similarity search in two steps: query
templates averaging and real-time pattern matching itself. To jointly address these
tasks, an interesting future study could go into the direction of a few short learning
principle [TLL20; Nar+19]. A key challenge for that would be to design a framework to
be able to dynamically monitor real-time data stream and utilize a classifier trained on
a few examples that would perform pattern matching task. There were already several
attempts to address similar tasks in this way [FD19; IK20], however, the complete
framework for dynamic pattern matching with multiple queries on data streams is still
missing.
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A.3

Proof

Proof of Equation (4.11): for a continuous function f (x) defined on a continuous
interval x ∈ [xl , xu ], the prefix normalization is:
f (x)0 =

f (x) − µx
σx

(A.1)

where µx is
x

Z

1
µx =
x − xl

f (t)dt

(A.2)

xl

and σx is
s
σx =

1
x − xl

Z

x

f (t)2 dt − µ2x

(A.3)

µ x − µ xu
σxu

(A.4)

xl

The amplification and shift factors are:
ηx =

σx
,
σ xu

δx =

For function g(x) = C2 f (C1 (x + C0 )) + C3 , its prefix mean is:

µ0x0

1
= 0
x − x0l
=
=

Z

x0

g(t)dt
x0l

Z

1
x0 −

xl
C1

+ C0
Z

C2
x0 −

xl
C1

+ C0

x0
xl
−C0
C1
0
x
xl
−C0
C1

C2 f (C1 (t + C0 )) + C3 dt
f (C1 (t + C0 ))dt + C3

(let v = C1 (t + C0 ))
Z (x0 +C0 )C1
C2
=
f (v)dv + C3
C 1 x 0 − x l + C 0 C 1 xl

(A.5)
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The prefix standard deviation is:
s
Z x0
1
0
g(t)2 dt − µ2x0
σx0 =
x0 − x0l x0l
s
Z x0
1
=
(C2 f (C1 (t + C0 )) + C3 )2 dt − µ2x0
x0 − x0l x0l
(let v = C1 (t + C0 ))
s
Z (x0 +C0 )C1
1
=
(C2 f (v) + C3 )2 dv − µ2x0
C 1 x 0 − x l + C 0 C 1 xl
sR 0
(x +C0 )C1
(C22 f (v)2 + 2C2 C3 f (v) + C32 )dv
xl
=
− µ2x0
C 1 x0 − xl + C 0 C 1
sR
R (x0 +C0 )C1
(x0 +C0 )C1
C2
C22 f (v)2 dv − C1 x0 −xl2+C0 C1 ( xl
f (v)dv)2
xl
=
C 1 x0 − xl + C 0 C 1
Under the condition that

x−xl
xu −xl

=

(A.6)

x0 −x0l
:
x0u −x0l

x0 =

x
− C0
C1

(A.7)

Substitute Equation (A.7) into Equation (A.5) and Equation (A.6):
µ0x0

Z (x0 +C0 )C1
C2
=
f (v)dv + C3
C 1 x 0 − x l + C 0 C 1 xl
Z x
C2
=
f (v)dv + C3
x − x l xl
=C2 µx + C3
sR

σx0 0

(x0 +C0 )C1
xl

=

C22 f (v)2 dv −

C22
C1 x0 −xl +C0 C1

(

R (x0 +C0 )C1
xl

f (v)dv)2

(A.8)

C 1 x0 − xl + C 0 C 1
R
x
2 dv − 1 ( x f (v)dv)2
f
(v)
x−xl xl
xl

sR
=C2

x − xl

=C2 σx
Therefore:
ηx0 0 =
δx0 0

=

σx0 0
C2 σx
=
= ηx
0
σx0u
C 2 σ xu
µ0x0 − µ0x0u
σx0 0

C 2 µ x + C 3 − C 2 µ xu − C 3
=
= δx
C2 σ x

(A.9)

A.4 DNRTPM pseudocode

A.4

DNRTPM pseudocode

Algorithm 1: DNRTPM
Input: A new value st at time-tick t
Output: Matched subsequence Si,t if any
Initialization: Initialize PS and PSS as empty deque; obtain prefix
normalized query Q and its amplification factor by eq. (4.4) and eq. (4.7)
end initialization
Compute pst , psst by Equation (4.19) and append to the end of PS, PSS;
for k ← 0 to m − 1 do
Compute Dt,k and Bt,k by Equation (4.16) and Equation (4.17);
end
Remove {ps(B(t−1,min)−1) , . . . , ps(B(t,min)−2) } and
{pss(B(t−1,min)−1) , . . . , pss(B(t,min)−2) } from the beginning of PS, PSS;
if Dmin <  then
if ∀k , D(t, k) ≥ Dmin ∨ B(t, k) > te then
output Dmin , ts , te ;
Dmin = +∞;
for k ← 0 to m − 1 do
if B(t, k) ≤ te then
D(t, k) = +∞;
end
end
end
end
if D(t, m − 1) <  then
if D(t, m − 1) < Dmin then
Dmin = D(t, m − 1);
ts = B(t, m − 1);
te = t;
end
end
for k ← 0 to m − 1 do
D(t − 1, k) = D(t, k);
B(t − 1, k) = B(t, k);
end
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List of Acronyms
AoD

Accuracy on Retrieval

AoR

Accuracy on Detection

ARI

Adjusted Rand Index

AE

Average Entropy

AMI

Adjusted Mutual Information

AVI

Advanced Vegetation Index

ASRS

Approximate SimRank Based Similarity

BIRCH

Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies

BMF

Binary Matrix Factorization

BMFC

Binary Matrix Factorization-based Consensus

BOK

Best-of-K Consensus Algorithm

BOM

Best One-element Move

BSI

Bare Soil Index

CA

Co-association

CF

Clustering Feature

CNNs

Convolutional Neural Networks

CTS

Connected Triple Based Similarity

CSPA

Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm

CURE

Clustering Using Representatives Algorithm

DB

Davies-Bouldin

DBSCAN

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise

DESP

Dynamic Ensemble Selection Performance

DF

Data Fragment

DFC

Data Fusion Contest
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List of Acronyms

DFEC

Data Fragment-based Expressive Consensus

DNRTPM

Dynamic Normalization based Real-time Pattern Matching

DS

Dynamic Selection

DTW

Dynamic Time Warping

ELU

Exponential Linear Unit

EM

Expectation Maximization

HBGF

Hybrid Bipartite Graph Formulation

HGPA

Hyper-Graph Partitioning Algorithm

HSI

Hyperspectral imagery

IMP

Impurity Index

KB

Knowledge based cluster ensemble

KDE

Kernel Density Estimation

LCA

Local Classifier Accuracy

LCZ

Local Climate Zone

LS

Linear Sum

MCS

Multiple Classifier Systems

MCLA

Meta-Clustering Algorithm

MDNRTPM

Multiple Dynamic Normalization based Real-time Pattern
Matching

MNF

Minimum Noise Fraction

NDMI

Normalized Difference Moisture Index

NDWI

Normalized Difference Water

NDVI

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index

NMF

Non-negative Matrix Factorization

NMI

Normalized Mutual Information
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NP

Non-Polynomial time

NP-hard

Nondeterministic Polynomial time hard

OSM

Open Street Map

pdf

Probability density function

RS

Random Subspace

SAM

Spectral Angle Mapper

SI

Shadow Index

SRS

SimRank Based Similarity

SS

Square Sum

SSE

Sum of Squared Error

STWM

Subsequence Time-Warping Matrix

SVD

Singular Vector Decomposition

SVM

Support Vector Machines

TWM

Time Warping Matrix

UCR

University of California

WCT

Weighted Connected Triple
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List of Symbols
1

Vector of ones

argmax y

Returns the value of x that maximizes y

x

Ai,j

Element of A

cf

f th element of vector c

ci,i

ith element of the main diagonal of C

diag(·)

Returns a diagonal matrix when the argument is a vector, or returns
a vector containing the elements of the main diagonal when the argument is a matrix

e

Base of the natural logarithm, also called Napier’s constant

eigv(·)

Returns the unit-norm principal eigenvector of a matrix

E{·}

Expectation operator

I

Identity matrix
√
−1

j
min xi

Returns the minimum xi for all possible indices i

N

Number of objects

rank(·)

Rank of a matrix

tr(·)

Trace of a matrix

F

Set of all subchannel indices

Nk

Set that contains the indices of users belonging to group k

O(·)

Complexity order of the argument

C

Set of complex numbers

R

Set of real numbers

Z

Set of integer numbers

(·)T

Transpose of a vector or matrix

(·)H

Conjugate transpose of a vector or matrix

i

∗

Conjugate of a scalar, vector, or matrix

+

(·)

Pseudoinverse of a vector or matrix

(·)−1

Inverse of a square matrix

|·|

Absolute value of a scalar

|| · ||

Euclidean norm or 2-norm of a vector

|| · ||1

1-norm of a vector

(·)
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